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Global and Local Civil Society and State Repression in Conflict Areas 

Ori Swed, PhD 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

Supervisor:  Alexander Weinreb 

Co-Supervisor:    Ari Adut 

Abstract: The last 30 years witnessed the consolidation of the Human Rights Regime as 

the regulating mechanism for human rights norms in the domestic and international spheres. In 

my dissertation, I examine the Human Rights Regime efficacy when dealing with complex 

situations that involved high cost for participating states. Particularly, I examine how the Human 

Rights Regime’s agents of change—nongovernmental organizations (NGO) and social 

movements—lowering state repression in conflict areas. I argue that the presence and actions of 

NGOs have the potential of mitigating state repression, even within the harshest setting of 

operation of war torn areas. My research is informed by literature on third party intervention, 

social movements outcomes, and the global civil society and human rights. I use a mixed-

methods approach, including quantitative analyses, interviews, and a spatial analysis. The first 

chapter presents a wide perspective on the correlation between the nongovernmental sector and 

state repression as measured by two types of human right indexes, the Political Terror Scale and 

Freedom House, focusing on a sample of 1670 organizations across 138 countries. The second 

and third chapters explore the mechanism of this impact by focusing on two particular cases in 

the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, using interviews and a spatial analysis. The first 

examines the effect of a women Israeli movement that monitors the Israeli roadblocks on 

movement restrictions. The analysis takes into account both the movements and the soldiers’ 

outlooks by analyzing the activists’ daily reports from 2005 to 2015 in a textual analysis format 

and interviews with 29 soldiers that were stationed in roadblocks during that period to 
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complement it. The second episode examines events during the 2014 Gaza War, using a Geo-

spatial UN data damage report of the conflict, including 22,745 data points. Counting damage 

reports, the analysis compares the relative safety of UN facilities in relation to other sensitive 

facilities during the conflict. Results underscore the mitigating effect of the nongovernmental 

sector and social movements over state repression.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The human rights regime, embodied in humanitarian norms, promoted by non-state actors and 

braced by international treaties, considered as one of this international society’s major 

achievements. In spite of its multiple faults and limitations, even among the most liberal and 

democratic states (Cho 2014; Michaelson 2006), it is considered as a success. States and nations, 

bound by international human rights treaties, influenced by international nongovernmental 

organizations (INGO) and social movements, and identified with humanism and 

humanitarianism, had been promoting and respecting human rights norms and values. Even 

unlikely actors, such as dictators or non-democratic regimes had been regularly ratifying their 

obligation to human rights and showed some progress on the issue (Cole 2009; 2012; Hill 2010). 

The human rights regime became a reference point, acknowledged especially by those who 

violate it. 

This is part of a wider trend, identified as the creation and influence of the international society 

or the World Polity (Boli and Thomas 1997; Meyer 1987; Watson 1992).  The World Polity is 

the culture diffused via international and state institutions and their networks, creating a global 

standardized outlook and norms on various fields of life.  It is the rationale and impetus for the 

creations of a standardized education system (Reisz and Stock 2005; Schofer and Meyer 2005), 

scientific research criteria (Castilla 2009; Frank 1997; Longino 2005), ecological norms (Frank 

1997; Jorgenson 2011; Shandra et al. 2009), health institutions (Shim et al. 2011), military 

professionalism (Swed and Weinreb 2015), international laws (Halliday and Osinsky 2006), and 

the human rights regime (Beck, Drori, and Meyer 2012; Cole 2009; Hill 2010) across nations 

and societies. 
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The human rights regime, dubbed as “a form of civil religion for the global society” (Cole 2012), 

has been enjoying a wide consensus and brought significant achievement on multiple civil 

liberties and rights issues. A review of the scope of support for human rights institutions across 

nations located the young, educated, and those with higher income as the main supporters (Zhou 

2013). This wide support has translated to a real improvement in civil liberties and rights. 

Confirmed in legislation, civil rights norms have been promoting gender equality (Cho 2014; 

Engle 2005; Murdie and Peksen 2015; Swiss 2012), labor rights (Cho 2014; Cole 2013), and 

social rights (Cole 2013; Narula 2006). The signing and ratifying international human rights 

treaties became the hallmark of this trend, with the participation of some of the least likely 

regimes and international actors (Vreeland 2006). Though some studies challenged the direct 

impact of these treaties on rogue actors (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005; 2007) their ratification 

opened the door for international legal action by state and non-state actors. Nongovernmental 

organizations and social movements took advantage of new political opportunities created by 

human rights laws and treaties to hold governments accountable for human rights violations 

(Hafner-Burton 2008; Rutherford 2000; Tsutsui et al. 2012). 

Notwithstanding those achievements in some settings the diffusion of human rights values and 

practices have been encountering considerable barriers, underscoring the limitations of the World 

Polity. Several studies mentioned that the celebrated improvement in human rights norm across 

the globe has been associated mostly with democracies (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2007; 

Neumayer 2005). Namely, the human right culture did not really diffused to non-democratic 

states and remained a Western phenomenon. Other studies challenged the applicability of the 

human rights regime when ratification and following through is costly. Hafner-Burton et al. 

(2008) associated the ratification of international human rights treaties by rights-violating 
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governments as low-cost legitimate commitments to world norm without the capacity or 

willingness to follow through. Lupu (2013) took an inverted stand, arguing that normative 

pressures from the international society pressed state to sign international human rights treaties 

despite of their potential high cost to state sovereignty.  

This high cost, embodied mostly in relinquishing sovereignty (Cole 2005), is not a hypothetical 

and has a direct impact on the state’s authority. The setting where this cost best illustrated is in 

its limitations on the exercise of force. The state monopoly on violence has been widely regarded 

as a defining characteristic of the modern state (Weber 1919). When engaged in armed conflict 

the observation of human rights treaties may result in high cost, especially when the adversary, 

which today is more likely to be a violent non-state actor (Malanczuk 2000), consciously abuses 

the treaty parameters to get an advantage. In that case, the cost of insurgents’ success, which can 

translate to civilian victims, perceived as higher than the cost of preserving human rights norms 

by the state. This dilemma is echoed in Roberts’ (2000) assessment that the international 

humanitarian laws, which regulate war, are problematical when applied to fighting terrorists. The 

difficulty of clearly fitting the word of the law into the malleable characteristics of the insurgent 

or terrorist poses a real challenge for states when dealing with that form of a threat.  Inability to 

operate in a particular setting or manner is often exploited by the insurgents or terrorists to 

increase their freedom of operation and survivability; and by doing so prolong the conflict. For 

example, using human shields or hiding in hospitals, schools, or religious edifices. Alternatively, 

states can use this legal ambiguity to promote a controversial agenda. The classification of 

terrorists as ‘unlawful combatants’ de-facto situating them in a legal limbo is an example of that. 

In the light of these challenges, some countries even derogate of human rights treaties during 

armed conflict (Michaelson 2006).  
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In this dissertation, I examine the impact of the human rights regime over the complex setting of 

armed conflict. Particularly, I look at nongovernmental organizations (NGO) and social 

movements’—the main agents of the human rights regime—ability to reduce state repression in 

conflict areas. I argue that on the surface, when engaged in armed conflict states’ commitment to 

the human right regime declines, however, the presence and actions of international 

nongovernmental organizations (INGOs), intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), and social 

movements have the potential of improving human rights conditions in these settings regardless.  

 

Figure 1: The Human Rights Regime Agents’ Intervention Diagram. 
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Improving human rights conditions by these agents (IGOs, INGOs, and Social Movements) is 

not given and contingent on several factors (Figure 1). First, the type of regime repressing, 

democratic or not-democratic, can determine the IGOs, INGOs, and social movements access 

and freedom to operate. I would assume that not-democratic regimes would have weaker civil-

society and would be less inclined to welcome international nongovernmental intervention. 

Second, the type of conflict raging can influence the level of violence these agents would be 

exposed to and if that will hinder their intervention. Also, the combatants’ accountability 

regarding international law may increase if the belligerents are states and/or the conflict was 

internationalized. Third, the type of repression the organizations are targeting matters. Freedom 

of speech or work may be easier or harder to influence than incarceration or extrajudicial 

killings, depending on the setting. In this research, as described below, I catalogue two types of 

repression: hard and soft. These three mediating factors have the potential of influencing one 

another as well. A not-democratic state entangled in an intrastate conflict may be more inclined 

to commit hard type of repression while a democratic state operating in an intrastate conflict may 

be more inclined to commit the soft type of repression. 

Moreover, it is unclear if all agents are equally successful or if the conditions that facilitate the 

success for one are applicable to the other. For instance, on the structural level, IGOs enjoy more 

international support and legitimacy than social movements or INGOs which in theory can help 

them in dealing with state repression. Nonetheless, IGOs can also be more easily co-opted in the 

repressive state’s response mechanisms to outside pressure, resulting in having a very low effect.     

In this dissertation I will answer only some of those questions. The door I am intending to open 

in this research is broad and covers a lot of ground. The first chapter provides a comprehensive 

analysis, looking at most of the mediating factors in a global and longitudinal perspective. The 
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second and third chapters focus on a case study of a sub-sample, democratic states in an 

intrastate conflict. The type of repression, soft or hard, is examined throughout the chapters with 

an examination of both on the first chapter and with a focus on soft repression in the second and 

on hard repression in the third. Finally, each chapter focuses on a different type of agent. The 

first chapter looks at INGOs, the second at a social movement and the third at IGO. 

Understanding the role of INGOs, IGOs and social movements in bringing down state repression 

in conflict areas is important for policy and theoretical reasons. Unexpectedly, relatively little 

empirical research has been done on the issue, leaving a big question mark on NGOs and social 

movements’ ability to be effective in these conditions. For policy purposes, it highlights a non-

violent solution that can be used in concert with alternative policy tool when trying to deal with 

state repression. Given the recent rise in armed conflict across the world this is an extremely 

valuable tool that needed to be considered as well in the diplomacy toolkit. Notwithstanding, this 

study also addresses a paradox where on one hand sociological theory has been ‘specialized’ in 

the study of human rights and the study of social change. However, in the setting or armed 

conflict, where social change can have dramatic effects on harming or improving human rights, 

sociological theory remains mostly silent. This study brings sociological theory, specifically 

neoinstitutiolism and social movements to examine human rights in the milieu of armed conflict.   

I intend to examine three episodes, illustrating the interplay between the global civil society 

actors and the state repression in areas of conflict. The first episode provides a macro outlook of 

the relations between international nongovernmental organizations (INGO) and state repression 

across 190 countries during the period 1977-2003. I show the positive association between the 

number of INGOs offices per country per year and human rights measures when states go 

through an armed conflict. This correlation suggests INGOs as complementing existing 
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explanations for mitigating state repression in conflict areas. The second and third episodes 

explore this interplay on the micro level, both in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

The second episode looks at the mechanism of social change, focusing on an all-women human 

rights movement operating in the West Bank. I examined how by pressuring Israeli soldiers at 

checkpoints the activists alter the soldiers’ behavior and improve the freedom of movement for 

the duration of the protest. This episode underscores the micro-sociology processes that generate 

social change in the context of human rights and conflict areas. The third episode brings together 

intergovernmental organizations and the human rights regime, focusing on how international 

humanitarian treaties influence state’s behavior towards UN schools and hospitals during armed 

conflict. I examine the Israeli target selection in the 2014 Gaza War, showing that in line with its 

legal obligations Israel treated the UN schools and hospitals as relatively protected of state 

repression. Together, the three episodes highlight the efficacy of the human rights regime and the 

important role of the global civil society actors in mitigating state repression in conflict areas.  

Variables  

Throughout this study I examine different elements of the World Polity, as they relate to the 

human rights regime. Particularly, on the why the agents of the global civil society mitigate 

human rights violations committed by the state in conflict areas.  

i. Nongovernmental Organizations and Social Movements  

The dissertation’s focus on NGOs (INGOs and IGOs) and social movements is due to their 

unique role in the global civil society. Both NGOs and social movements are agents of social 

change. Likewise, they are the disseminators of the World Polity. World Polity asserts that 

states; identify and interests are defined by emerging “global scripts”, enacted in international 
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forums. NGOs and social movements operate as “scriptwriters”, offering paths to legitimacy 

from the international community (Buhari-Gulmez 2014). Thomas and Boli (1999) portrayed this 

structure and the part of INGOs in making the World Polity and Kim (2013) emphasized the 

crucial part of INGOs in the global diffusion of human rights norms. Murdie and Peksen (2007) 

and later Hafner-Burton (2008) showed the benign effect of INGOs’ “Naming and Shaming” 

campaigns on state repression, and Rutherford (2000) highlighted the role INGOs have played in 

brining the landmine-ban issue to the international arms control agenda. Tsutsui and Shin (2008) 

argue that the global human rights regime empowers local social movements to act and pressure 

on governments.   

The episodes presented highlight different actors in the World Polity, demonstrating the 

generability of my argument and findings. In the first episode I study INGOs, looking at the 

aggregated count of their offices in a given country by year. In the second, I look at a local 

human rights movement’s campaign against freedom of movement restrictions to the Palestinian 

population in the West Bank. Finally, in the third episode I focus on IGO, examining the state 

behavior towards the United Nations Relief and Works Agency’s (UNRWA) schools in the Gaza 

Strip during the 2014 Gaza War. 

State Repression 

State repression and human rights violations have been interchangeably used in the literature to 

describe practically the same thing (Danneman and Ritter 2014; Davenport 1999; Davenport 

2007b). It refers to a range of violations, starting with “light” or “soft” violations such as 

freedom of speech, religion and minority rights (Addis 1991; Chaturvedi and Montoya 2013; 

Nieuwenhuys 2001; Rothschild 2008; Verkuyten and Slooter 2008; Vickers 2008) and ends with 
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“hard” violation such as torture and extrajudicial killings (DeMeritt 2012; Gompert 2006; 

Gompert 2009; Krain 2012; Krain 1997; Macmaster 2004; McCoy 2005). Though many scholars 

spoke of state repression and human rights violations, providing particular and general 

definitions (Earl 2003; Ferree 2005; Goldstein 1978; Hibbs 1973; Soule and Davenport 2009; 

Tilly 1978; White 1993; Wolfe 1973) this dissertation informs of Davenport (Davenport 2007a) 

definition, which enjoys a broad consensus in the social sciences and is general enough to 

capture a wide array of human rights violations: 

“… the harassment, surveillance/spying, bans, arrests, torture, and mass killing by government 

agents and/or affiliates within their territorial jurisdiction...[that] violate First Amendment– type 

rights, due process in the enforcement and adjudication of law, and personal integrity or 

security” 

To capture the range of violation possible while avoiding the bias of equally measuring hard and 

soft types of repression I draw on Isaiah Berlin’s work on negative and positive liberties (Berlin 

1958). Berlin’s divides violations into two categories, freedom from and freedom to. The First 

refers to the freedom from state’s coercion, meaning of political incarceration, torture, and 

extrajudicial killings. The latter, refers to the state’s provision with of physical, political, and 

economic security to facilitate personal and social well-being. (Hagan, Schoenfeld and Palloni 

2006). This type of liberty has been addressed by a broad sociological literature, most often on 

civil rights (Daniels and Sabin 1997; Edelman 1992; Meyer 2004), women's rights (Glick and 

Fiske 2001; Oppenheimer 1997; Zierler and Krieger 1997), and freedom of speech (Cowan et al. 

2005; Rothschild 2008; Verkuyten and Slooter 2008).  
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Berlin’s dichotomy dictates the way this study address human rights violations. The first episode 

examines both freedom from and freedom to, operationalizing them through two human rights 

indexes: The State Department Political Terror Index and Freedom House. The two micro-level 

chapters focusing each on one violation associated with either freedom from or freedom to.  In 

the second episode, the focus is on freedom of movement and in the third on armed violence.  

Structure 

The dissertation is structured as three papers. Each stands independently while at the same time 

highlights different aspects of the impact of the World Polity’s agents on state repression in areas 

of conflict.  

The first chapter underscores a gap in the literature of mitigating state repression in conflict 

areas. In spite of increasing evidence of the INGO sector efficacy as an agent of change across 

the globe and on multiple areas of issues, its potential influence on conflict resolution and human 

rights issues have rarely discussed, especially in the context of armed conflict. Addressing this 

gap, this chapter focuses on the sector’s correlation with human rights in conflict areas, 

suggesting it as an alternative or complementary model of Third Party intervention aimed at 

lowering state repression. Specifically, the paper argues that the presence of the INGO sector has 

the potential of mitigating state repression in conflict areas. This correlation is examined in a 

sample of 3890 organizations across 190 countries during the period of 1977-2003. Measurement 

of state repression is done by looking at two indexes—the State Department and Freedom House. 

Results indicate that INGO’s presence is associated with lowering the levels of state repression, 

in particular on the Freedom House measure. It shows that there is a room to address INGOs as a 
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legitimate Third Party intervention when dealing with mitigating human rights in areas of 

conflict. 

The second chapter examines similar questions while focusing on a different agent of change and 

on the micro level. The main question examined in this chapter is: do nonviolent social 

movements matter when armed conflict is taking place? In spite of a rich literature on social 

movements’ success in promoting human rights issues the ability of a movement to reduce state 

repression in conflict areas remained unanswered. Focusing on the peace movement 

MachsomWatch, the chapter shows how a nonviolent protest can have a direct influence over 

state repression. MachsomWatch is an Israeli all-women's peace movement that protests against 

the Israeli checkpoint policy in the West Bank that restricts the Palestinians’ freedom of 

movements. Looking both at the activists and their object of protest, the soldiers, I gauge the 

efficacy of their protest. The analysis includes a quantitative textual analysis of the activists daily 

reports from 2007-2015 and interviews with 29 soldiers that served in checkpoints. By applying 

pressure on the soldiers through naming and shaming campaign, direct calls to supervisors, and 

daily observation mission the activists pressure the soldiers to alter their behavior towards more 

lenient on the movements restrictions. Results from both sources indicate that MachsomWatch’s 

protest is effective and generate a positive change in the Palestinians’ freedom of movement, at 

least for the duration of the protest. 

The third focuses on a different agent of change, this time IGO, on the micro level.  The chapter 

explores the ability of legal protection of IGOs, based on humanitarian treaties, to alter state’s 

behavior and decision-making during armed conflict. It shows that in spite of a broad critique of 

the effectiveness of the human rights regime, we can expect that during armed conflict 

humanitarian treaties would be observed. This chapter propose a nuanced outlook, examining if a 
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violation is absolute or is it part of treaty management strategy when the cost is too high. I focus 

on the 2014 Gaza War as an instrumental case study; and use descriptive statistics of a 

Geospatial analysis, based on UN data, to examine how Israel managed the humanitarian treaties 

its’ signed on. I compare and contrast the ratio of missile hits in predetermined radiuses around 

facilities Israel is obligated by international humanitarian treaties to protect versus other sensitive 

locales, ranking the safest across models and measures. Results indicate that in spite of violating 

its commitments, with missiles hitting UNRWA schools and hospitals, these facilities that Israel 

is committed to observe were safer than others during the conflict. These results underscore that 

the human rights regime is more effective than anticipated. Moreover, by adopting a continuum 

approach of treaty’s management rather the binary outlook of violation or observation, we have 

better chances of interpreting states’ actions regarding humanitarian treaties.  
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Chapter 1:  Lowering State Repression:  INGOs as third 

party intervention  
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INTRODUCTION 

The central role played by international nongovernmental organizations (INGO) in aid and 

development, conflict resolution, democratization, and state building has been routinely 

emphasized in academic and policy work. Yet surprisingly, this routine has not extended to a full 

accounting of INGOs role in conflict areas. In particular, researchers have tended to represent 

third party actors, state and peacekeeping, using a model of intervention from above, something 

forced on the warring parties, overlooking the role of the INGO sector as an independent agent 

that can modify the parameters of conflict and trigger change from the ground up (Bremer 1992; 

Diehl, Druckman and Wall 1998; Fortna 2004a; Gartzke, Li and Boehmer 2001; Greig and Diehl 

2005; Jones, Bremer and Singer 1996; Kinne 2014; Regan 2002; Murdie and Davis 2010). This 

is particularly the case when looking at the impact of INGOs on state repression. A glance at the 

most influential works on third party intervention in conflict areas reveals that states and 

peacekeepers are almost the only third actors represented (Riley 2005; Balch-Lindsay, Enterline, 

and Joyce 2008). 

Discounting this type of independent INGO effect on conflict is a problem because it reinforces a 

skewed representation of contemporary conflict areas. It also lends itself to a set of solutions to 

conflict that focus on influence enforced from above by state or interstate actors, disregarding 

either alternative or complimentary explanations and solutions associated with non-state actors 

like INGOS, whose influence is largely from below. This tendency epitomizes a gap between the 

increasing empirical evidence of the INGO sector effectiveness on the micro and meso-levels 

and the ability to incorporate this sector and its work into broader policy related models. This 

gap was highlighted by Madeleine Albright, the former U.S. secretary of State, in her blueprint 

for U.S policymakers on genocide prevention:   
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“U.S. officials recognize the importance of partnerships with other actors—including 

other governments, the United Nations, regional and subregional bodies, 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), faith-based groups, and the private sector—but 

there is little understanding of the capacities of these prospective partners and of the 

options for concerted action.” (Albright 2008)  

My central goal in this paper is to address this imbalance in the literature on INGOs in conflict 

areas by providing some empirical support for INGO effects on the trajectory of conflict. In 

particular, I argue that the presence of INGOs on the ground in areas of conflict mitigates human 

rights violations by the state.  

The paper’s breakdown is as follows. I begin by describing the main explanations for the decline 

in human rights violations: democracy, economy, and third party intervention, and suggesting 

INGO intervention as an alternative explanation while contextualizing it in the literature. Next, I 

present the method and data and suggesting a division between hard and soft types of repression, 

following Berlin (1958). In the subsequent analysis, I examine the effects of INGO presence on 

the two types of state repression—Freedom House and the Political Terror’s State Department 

indexes—while accounting for temporality looking at a one year lagged effect of INGOs over 

these measures. I conclude by discussing the results and demarking the boundaries of the effect 

of INGO over state repression.   

REDUCING STATE REPRESSION  

Over the last 50 years, a volume of studies attended the issue of repressive behavior, trying to 

explain, understand, and define it. The orientation of these studies moved from structuralism to 
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rationalism, in accordance with broader trends in the social sciences. However, the core themes 

associated with this effect remain the Democracy, economy, and the third party intervention.  

Democracy 

A string of studies has been focused on democracy and democratization as enablers of conflict 

resolution and the mitigation of human rights violations. This moderating effect circles around 

and corresponds with the term “domestic democratic peace” (Davenport 2007). The logic behind 

these relations draws on the increase of cost for the use of repressive behavior. Davenport 

hypotheses concern the effect of Voice (Hirschman 1970) and Veto (Tsebelis 2002) on domestic 

repression. Political representatives in a democratic state can be voted out of office if the 

politicians' actions deemed unfit or immoral. Furthermore, democracy fosters values such as 

toleration, communication, and deliberation which perceive repression as undermining the state 

instead of protecting it. In addition, democracy provides an alternative set of control via 

participation and protest. These, of course, diminish the legitimacy of coercion and repressive 

behavior (Davenport 2007).   

Economy  

Global liberal economy has been the second significant explanatory variable for repressive 

behavior mitigation. The rationale behind this explanation is rooted in Adam Smith’s (Smith 

1937) writings, drawing on the idea that low levels of state repression cultivates liberal economic 

atmosphere and vise-versa. It also corresponds with the creation of strong economic middle class 

and the consequential buildup of civil society (Cingranelli and Richards 1999; Harrelson-

Stephens and Callaway 2003; Apodaca 2002). State repression considers as another kind of state 

intervention and thus, mitigating it allows the flow of commerce and encourages investments. 
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Foreign investment and trade, in concordance with globalization theories of dependency, foster 

that kind of political conditions since they reduce potential risk. Consequently, there should be a 

positive association between the two—the less repression the better the economy and vice-versa 

(Blanton and Blanton 2007; Petersmann 2000, 2001).  

Third Party 

The moderating effect of third party intervention in conflict areas over state repression has been 

studied extensively in scholarly literature. Traditionally, third party scholarship regarded military 

intervention, or the threat of intervention, as a key factor in the explanation. In time, a volume of 

facilitators such as democratization, strong civil society, and economic growth, (Call and 

Cousens 2008; Doyle and Sambanis 2006; Raymond 1994; Dixon 1996) have highlighted the 

association between other explanations and the third party intervention.    

In this dialogue, peacekeeping missions stuck out as a prominent facilitator of democracy and 

one of the strongest predictors for the improvement of human rights conditions (Fortna 2004; 

Fortna 2008; Thakur 1994; Diehl, Druckman, and Wall 1998; Wall and Druckman 2003). In 

spite of its shortcomings (Fortna 2008; Sambanis 2008; Reno 2001; Jennings 2010; Bellamy and 

Williams 2010) the peacekeeping institution’s success in conflict resolution and the mitigation of 

human rights violations has been regarded by scholars and practitioners as the closest thing to a 

“silver bullet”.  

In the light of the broad consensus over peacekeeping missions’ effectiveness, which is a 

diversion from the traditional view of a third party as a state, there is room to investigate the 

effectiveness of other non-state international entities’ capacity to curb state repression and 

impact human rights conditions.  
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Nongovernmental Organizations 

In the process of its recent increase, the INGO sector’s extension to various domains and areas 

did not skip conflict zones. Not only that, a great portion of the INGO sector undertakings is 

linked or can be described as stabilization and civil-society buildup. For many organizations, the 

promotion of civil-society and democratization are their declared goals (Igoe 2003; Kaufman 

2011; Tang and Man 2008). In the context of conflict areas this association between the INGO 

sector and democratization and civil society corresponds directly with one of the core arguments 

in third party intervention scholarly work and makes the INGO sector’s intervention case to more 

interesting and relevant.  

In spite of its diversity and in-sector differences, when in the field, the INGOs sector shows 

relatively high levels of connectivity. Identifying other sub-sectors as preferable partners for 

alliances, NGO sectors’ members have often cooperated and coordinating among its elements on 

the ground, amplifying its impact and resources in the process (Keck and Sikkink 1998; 

Shumate, Fulk, and Monge 2005; Chatfield 1997; Khagram, Riker, and Sikkink 2002; Murdie 

and Davis 2012). Occasionally, INGOs operates under the umbrella of an IGO with local NGOs 

as contractors for both. In other cases, organizations sharing the same territory join resources and 

exchange information, formulating security networks and joint initiatives. Examples of that can 

be seen in the INGO Aid Map project for the NGO community in Haiti, that illustrates the 

location and function of all INGOs involved in the Haiti’s aid and development efforts, or the 

NGO working group on Women, Peace, and Security, which serves as a bridge between 
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women’s human rights defenders working in conflict-affected situations and policy-makers at the 

U.N. Headquarters.
1
  

The third party literature has rarely treated the nongovernmental sector as a significant actor in 

conflict areas. Corbetta and Dixon’s (Corbetta and Dixon 2005) study added intergovernmental 

organizations (IGO) and nongovernmental organizations (NGO) as third party actors in 

militarized interstate dispute, underlying the non-partisan role they assume. IGOs’ interstate 

networks of memberships, which break the traditional dyadic nature of third party intervention, 

stood at the center of Kinne’s (Kinne 2013) article. Aydin (Aydin 2010) compared state versus 

IGOs decision-making in civil war intervention, delineating the logic of IGOs intervention. 

Prorok and Appel (Prorok and Appel 2014) suggested a third party coercion of humanitarian 

standards in conflict, while recognizing IGOs and NGOs as crucial players that can contribute to 

the process.  

While non-conflict related scholarship on NGOs studied the great impact of INGOs over 

democratization, stabilizations, and development, all factors that potentially contribute to the 

amelioration of human rights abuses, the literature focused on conflict areas was aimed at a 

narrower aspect of INGOs’ intervention.  Most studies addressed the civil-military aspect of this 

intervention, accenting INGOs’ cooperation and coordination with local armed forces (Aall, 

Miltenberger, and Weiss 2000; Groves 2010; Lawery 2009; Olson 2006; Stewart and 

Zaidenwerg 2013). Yet, the impact of INGOs on state repression has been largely associated 

with the practice of “naming and shaming” or “naming and blaming” as a civil oversight 

disciplinary act (Krain 2012; Hafner-Burton 2008; Meernik et al. 2012; DeMeritt 2012). Though 

                                                           
1
 See the data presented at http://haiti.ngoaidmap.org/ and the website of the Women, Peace and Security working 

group http://www.womenpeacesecurity.org/ 

 

http://haiti.ngoaidmap.org/
http://www.womenpeacesecurity.org/
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highly visible, this of course represents only part of this sector’s impact. With its expansion, the 

sector’s representation on the ground via international and local employees, contractors and 

proxies grew dramatically and with it there is room to inquire how this presence influences state 

repression. 

Several studies looked at the mechanism in which INGOs mitigate state repression. Landman 

(Landman 2005) underscores the internationalization and interdependence a proliferation of 

INGOs offers, introducing new options for the local population or access to outside resources 

and allies. Cardenas (Cardenas 2010) identifies INGOs as an important factor in encouraging 

social groups to engage and confront the state.  A later research by Murdie and Bhasin (Murdie 

and Bhasin 2011) finds that INGOs spatial effect could lead to higher rates of civil protests and 

demonstrations, espousing Cardenas’ (Cardenas 2010) argument. Not only that, Murdie and 

Bhasin’s (Murdie and Bhasin 2011) study brings together NGOs scholarship with social 

movement literature and the facilitation of a positive change in human rights conditions from 

below (Brysk 1993; De Mesquita et al. 2005).  Bell et al. (Bell, Clay, and Murdie 2012) studied 

the spatial effect directly, examining the cross-border impact of INGOs traveling from 

contiguous states on human rights performance.  

Spatial impact, or as it's referred to sometimes as “boots on the ground”, is a common model 

among practitioners (Riley 2005; McGrath 2006; Kozelka 2009; Larissa 2013) that emphasize 

the importance of high level interaction with the field in order to bring change. This model 

communicates with partisan third party intervention in conflict, which characterized by 

participation in the conflict by sending troops (Larissa 2013; Kozelka 2009; Riley 2005). The 

importance of a third party’s presence on the ground is illustrated clearly in the peacekeeping 

model of intervention. Peacekeeping forces’ doctrine and conflict resolution techniques entail the 
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prevention, containment, moderation and termination of hostilities between, or within states, by 

the help of a peaceful third party intervention (Last 1995). Those can be achieved only with 

“boots on the ground”. In spite of its capacity and mandate to apply force, peacekeeping mission 

success based more on the presence than the action (Solan 2014).  

To summarize, elements of the INGO sector have long been associated with the mitigation of 

state repression, namely via “naming and shaming campaigns.”  Nonetheless, this practice 

accounts for only a fraction of the INGO sector and its activity. A broad scholarship has 

underscored INGOs efficacy with promoting democratization. Additionally, the sector extensive 

inter-connectivity suggests that the size of the sector matter with promoting sub-sectoral agenda.  

Finally, several parallels can be drawn between peacekeeping missions and the NGO sector. 

Both can be identified as non-state non-partisans in fighting and as representative of global 

society in composition and adherence to “duty of care”. Furthermore, both assign significant 

importance on spatial impact or “boots on the ground” to promote their mission/agenda. 

Building of those, I hypothesize that the presence of the INGO sector, measured as secretariats 

per country per year, is likely to be associated with a positive effect on levels of state 

repression—meaning they reduce the level of state repression. This theory posits that, as a 

member of the global civil society (Kaldor 2003), the INGO sector promotes immediate 

solutions on the ground and allows access, through its network of representatives, knowledge 

distribution, and institutions to globally influential institutions and groups such as media, the 

judicial system, diaspora, sympathizers, and others. This in contradiction with the general 

argument that only particular segment of the sector—the peace INGOs—matters in lowering 

state repression.   
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DATA, MEASUREMENT  

I look at the impact of the INGO sector on state repression in conflict areas using a global sample 

covering the period 1977-2003. The analysis focuses on their presence in conflict areas and the 

associated impact. Specifically, in this analysis I use the INGOs offices’ (secretariats) annual 

membership count per country per year as a proxy for INGOs’ presence.  

Dependent Variables 

To address human rights violations while accounting for the range of violations possible I build 

on Isaiah Berlin’s dichotomy of negative and positive liberties (Berlin 1958). Berlin identified 

two distinct yet complementary concepts of liberty. The first, freedom from, or negative freedom, 

refers to freedom from coercion, and corresponds to what is sometimes called “hard” violations 

(e.g. extrajudicial killing, torture, political incarceration). The second concept, freedom to, or 

positive freedom, refers to the provision of physical, political, and economic security to facilitate 

personal and social well-being (Hagan, Schoenfeld, and Palloni 2006). This type of liberty has 

been addressed by a broad literature, most often on civil rights (Daniels and Sabin 1997; 

Edelman 1992; Meyer 2004), women's rights (Glick and Fiske 2001; Oppenheimer 1997; Zierler 

and Krieger 1997), and freedom of speech (Cowan et al. 2005; Rothschild 2008; Verkuyten and 

Slooter 2008).  

To operationalize the two concepts of state repression I use two human rights datasets. My 

indicator of negative freedom draws on data from the yearly country reports of U.S. State 

Department Country Reports on Human Rights Practices (USSD) from the Political Terror Scale 
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(PTS)—that cover the 1976-2014 period.
2
 It focuses on “hard” violations of the integrity of the 

person (i.e. extrajudicial killings, torture, political murder, and political imprisonment), and 

ranges from 1 to 5. A high score indexes a more repressive government whose leaders place no 

limits on the means or thoroughness with which they pursue personal or ideological goals. A low 

score indexes a less repressive government under a secure rule of law, where people are not 

imprisoned for their views, torture is rare or exceptional, and political murders are extremely 

uncommon.  

The indictor of positive freedom is the freedom measure of Freedom House (FH). This measure 

is defined as the opportunity to act spontaneously in a variety of fields outside the control of the 

government and other centers of potential domination. It includes two broad categories: political 

rights and civil liberties. Fuller political rights enable people to participate freely in the political 

process, including the right to vote freely for distinct alternatives in legitimate elections, compete 

for public office, join political parties and organizations, and elect representatives who have a 

decisive impact on public policies and are accountable to the electorate. Civil liberties allow for 

the freedoms of expression and belief, associational and organizational rights, rule of law, and 

personal autonomy without interference from the state (Freedom House 2013).  This database 

covers the years 1971-2014. It is measured as seven point rating from (most free) 1 to 7 (least 

free), with half-point increments covering 13 discrete levels of  

 

 

                                                           
2
 It was preferred over Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch’s indexes in the PTS due to its sample size 

and period coverage. 
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 Categories Obs Mean Std. Dev. 

United States State Department 1139        2.23 1.13 

Freedom House 1186 3.70 2.06 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of State Department, and Freedom House State Repression 

Scales. 

 

Table 1 presents a description of the state repression variables. In proportion to each index, the 

table shows a similar variation on the two measures, with a slightly better mean for the USSD 

measure, below the median (2.5) in comparison to FH that exceeds its median (3.5), indicating 

that is harder to earn there a ‘good’ score.   

Independent Variable 

The INGO data are from the Union of International Associations (UIA) yearbook of 

International Organizations. These data are organized in a country year/organization case format 

that covers the years: 1977, 1982-1984, and 1986-2003. Overall sample size is 3,894. The key 

dependent variable is INGOs’ annual membership count (in UIA) per country per year. 

Other Year/Country Level Measures 

To isolate the effects of the INGO sector presence, I include a number of other characteristics 

that are identified in the scholarly works on state repression and third party intervention.   

State repression literature has singled out conflict as the most detrimental predictor of human 

rights violation committed by the state (Hibbs 1973; Davenport 1995; Regan and Henderson 

2002; Gupta and Venieris 1981). I use two measures from the UCDP/PRIO database and used 

frequently in the literature: type and intensity. Type of conflict is represented as “interstate” and 
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“instate” conflict. Each represents different expectations of the participants, resources involved, 

level and type of violence, and technology available to the combatants (Fearon and Laitin 2003; 

Kaldor 1999; Collier and Sambanis 2005). Each type is operationalized as a dichotomous 

variable where “1” indexes conflict, and “0” the absence of conflict.  

The intensity of a conflict is captured in two dichotomous variables:  “major” indexed a conflict 

with over 1000 casualties per year; “minor” indexes a conflict with less than 1000 casualties per 

year. This is a common measure for conflict intensity in studies and databases (Jones, Bremer, 

and Singer 1996; Themnér and Wallensteen 2012).  

As mentioned above, the strong association between democracy and conflict mitigation and 

democracy and the improvement in human right conditions has been extensively addressed in 

scholarly work (De Mesquita et al. 2005; Davenport and Armstrong 2004; Davenport 1999, 

2004; Boehmer 2008). To measure the level of democracy I use the Polity IV index (Polity 

2012). The Polity IV index is a year/country case measure that captures the regime authority 

spectrum on a 21-point scale ranging from 0 (hereditary monarchy) to 21 (consolidated 

democracy).   

The economy’s influence on repressive behavior has been reviewed in multiple studies, 

delineating a strong association between a state’s wealth and its willingness to apply repression 

and with low GDP with eruption, duration, and magnitude of conflict, which in turn ‘invites” 

state repression (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Holmes, De Pineres, and Curtin 2007). Here I measure 

the state’s economic attributes using two measures: GDP PPP per-capita and Trade.  GDP is a 

logged measure of GDP taken from the World Bank.  Several studies indicated for a causal link 

between trade and the violation of human rights (London and Williams 1988; Mitchell and 
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McCormick 1988; Meyer 1996) and trade and conflict (Barbieri and Schneider 1999; Mansfield 

and Pollins 2003). The measure of trade used here is “imports per capita3
”  taken from Banks 

CNTS 2007 (Blanton, Blanton, and Peksen 2015; Herkenrath and Knoll 2011). 

The impact of a Peacekeeping mission is captured with a dichotomous variable, where 1 indexes 

the presence of such a mission. These data on were collected from UN open sources and 

complemented by data from the International Peace Institute.  

The conclusion of the Cold-War influenced the proliferation of NGOs (Walker 1991; Berry 

1999) and ability to operate within conflict areas. I use a dichotomous variable to capture this 

effect, where 1 indexes the post-Cold War period.  

I also control for few indicators that may indirect impact, looking at percentage of Internet users 

(1990-2004) taken from the World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database (ITU), gross 

education enrollment rate (UNESCO), and population density (UN).  

Descriptive statistics for all control variables are shown in Table 2. 
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Categories           Mean Standard Deviation 

INGO 789.39 717.53 

   
Major 0.06 0.24 

Interstate 0 0.09 

Instate 0.16 0.37 

Polity 11.31 7.89 

Peacekeeping 0.04 0.19 

Trade* 1362.18 2321.19 

GDP  3.57 0.51 

Post-Cold War 0.24 0.48 

Internet 
 

0.16 0.76 

Gross Educ Enrollment 55.27 33.76 

Population Density 3794.97 13491.41 

      

*It is calculated for this table as Trade/1000 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the independent and control variables. 

 

METHOD AND ANALYSIS  

Analysis is conducted in a series of four regressions, each with two key independent variables— 

USSD for hard repression and FH for soft repression. The first regression, the base model, 

examines the effect of INGOs on hard and soft repression in a global sample without controlling 

for conflict and alternative explanations. The second regression examines the effect of INGOs on 

hard and soft repression in a global sample while controlling for conflict and alternative 

explanations, treating non-conflict countries as the reference group. The third regression focuses 

on a smaller subsample of country-year units with either minor or major conflict, with the former 

serving as a reference group. My goal here is to examine the effect of INGOs on hard and soft 

repression in areas of conflict, which helps mitigate some of the selectivity issues that may drive 

results in the second series. The fourth regression expands on the third, focusing this time on the 
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lagged effect of INGOs on hard and soft repression in areas of conflict. Here my goal is to 

account for the temporal order of these effects. To ease the interpretation of the results I add a 

post-analysis graph that plots predicted level of repression, for both indexes’ maximum and 

minimum (1 and 5 for USSD and 1 and 7 for FH), for varied numbers of INGOs (no NGOs, 100, 

500, 1,500, 2,500).
3
 

Given the rank-ordered structure of the dependent variables I use an ordered-logit model with 

clustered sandwich estimator. This allows me to control for the fact that observations are 

independent across countries but not within them. Other scholarly work on state repression uses 

the same approach (Davenport 2004; Scott Long 1997).
3
  

Results  

My central argument is that the presence of INGOs in areas of conflict lowers the rates of human 

rights violations. Table 3 presents the results for the order-logit regression on a series of models. 

Table 3: The Effect of the Presence of INGOs on "Hard" and "Soft" Types of State 

Repression 1977-2003, presented as Odds Ratio, in model including conflict and no 

conflict countries, only conflict countries, and a 1 year lagged effect in conflict only sample 

 

Base Model Full Model Only Conflict 

1 Year Effect in 

Conflict Sample 

 

  USSD FH USSD FH USSD FH USSD FH 

INGO 0.99*** 0.99*** 0.99 0.99** 0.99*** 0.99** 0.99** 0.99* 

Major 
  

10.83*** 5.39** 6.24*** 3.96** 4.89*** 2.79** 

Interstate 
 

2.32 2.05 0.67 1.58 1.45 1.16 

Instate 
  

10.05*** 1.38 3.10 0.46 3.90 0.51 

Polity 
  

0.89*** 0.57*** 1.01 0.66*** 1.03 0.71*** 

Peacekeeping 

 

4.24*** 2.01+ 9.75* 3.12+ 6.79 1.50 

Trade 

  

0.99 0.99+ 0.99* 1.00 0.99 1.00 

GDP 

  

0.76 0.18** 0.60 0.21 0.49 0.51 

Post-Cold 

War 
 

4.68*** 8.53*** 11.22*** 19.49*** 6.31** 13.32*** 

Second 

Education  1.00   1.00 

 

1.03** 1.00 0.00* 1.00 

                                                           
3
 Results with OLS yielded the same trends. 

Table 3: continued next page 
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UN 

Internet  0.17** 0.35*** 0.00 0.00*** 1.02* 0.00* 

Population 

Density  0.99 1.00** 0.99+ 0.99** 0.99 0.99** 

# Countries 183 190 130 133 48 50 49 50 

N 3554 3894 1139 1186 219 222 220 222 

Pseudo R2 0.02 0.05 0.28 0.40 0.20 0.37 0.15 0.33 

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, p<0.1+ 

USSD = U.S. State Department Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 

FH = Freedom House 

 

Table 3: The Effect of the Presence of INGOs on "Hard" and "Soft" Types of State 

Repression 1977-2003, presented as Odds Ratio, in model including conflict and no 

conflict countries, only conflict countries, and a 1 year lagged effect in conflict only 

sample. 

 

The base model shows that the presence of the INGO sector has a positive and statistically 

significant impact (p<0.001) on both hard and soft types of repression measures. That is for 

every single INGO office in a country, the USSD and FH measures decrease by the log odds of 

0.99, meaning decreasing state repression on both measures. The second model explores the 

effect of the presence of INGOs over the two measures of state repression on a global sample net 

of controls and alternative explanations. The model shows that the presence of the INGO sector 

has a positive and statistically significant impact only on soft types of repression measures 

(p<0.01). That is, net of controls, for every additional INGO office in a country, the FH measure 

decreases by the log odds of 0.99, meaning decreasing state repression.  

Other results in the analysis are also noteworthy. There is a strong positive and significant 

(p<0.001) relationship between peacekeeping missions and more repressive settings, though 

clearly this reflects reverse causation, since peacekeeping missions are more likely to take place 

in areas that have experienced hard repression. Indeed, in the model on soft repression (FH) the 
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peacekeeping variable has marginally significant effect yet minimal in comparison to its effect 

over hard repression (USSD).  

The other alternative explanations—GDP, trade, and Democracy—show a broader impact and 

significance. The GDP effect is very high and significant only on soft repression of 0.18 

(p<0.01). Trade proved to be marginally significant for soft repression with small impact. 

Democracy shows significant results (p<0.001) across all measures with a 0.89 decrease for 

USSD and 0.57 for FH.  

In summary, net of the effects of other major determinants of state repression, in the general 

sample INGOs appear to ameliorate soft types of repression. Furthermore, they highlight the 

confines of Peacekeeping third party intervention with mitigating soft types of state repression.  

Examining the same model on a sample of conflict areas alone tells a more unitary story. The 

results show the same negative effect of INGOs on reducing soft repression with 0.99 for one 

INGO, net of controls (p<0.01). For hard repression the results turn significant on the 0.001 

level, indicating for a decrease on the odds ratio of 0.99 on the USSD index for one INGO, net of 

controls. This, in spite of the fact that the sample encompasses only conflict countries.
4
  

In this sample of countries in conflict, Peacekeeping missions’ impact over hard repression is 

high (9.75) yet it is less significant here than in the full model (p<0.05); and for soft repression, it 

remains marginally significant. The effect of other control variables is affected by limiting the 

sample to conflict. The GDP variable that used to be significant and very effective in lowering 

soft state repression in the former model became insignificant. Trade gains significance in the 

                                                           
4
 A sensitivity analysis of the USSD index, using its PTS parallel—Amnesty International—yields the same trend. 
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USSD model (p<0.05). Even Democracy, loses its significance for the hard types of repression, 

remaining significance with an impact of 0.66 on the FH index (p<0.001).  

The results point up that impacting hard repression is extremely difficult, and that it is influenced 

more by the conflict’s inner dynamics and intensity rather by outside intervention. Nonetheless, 

it also shows that third party intervention (Peacekeeping and INGOs) are successful with dealing 

with hard repression in areas of conflict. The results also underline the limitations and the 

advantages of Peacekeeping intervention in relation to hard and soft types of repression in 

comparison to INGOs intervention. Here, while INGOs proved significant on both indexes, 

Peacekeeping was significant on hard repression and marginally significant on soft repression.  

The fourth model adds the temporal dimension to the conflict countries sample. Looking at the 

lagged effect of INGOs over state repression, as presented Table 3, we see that the conflict trend 

continues. INGOs impact is negative and significant for hard repression in the subsequent year, 

showing a decrease on the odds ratio of 0.99 in the USSD index. It also show negative and 

significant effect on freedom measures in the subsequent year, with a decrease on the odds ratio 

of 0.99 in the FH measure.  

Accounting for temporality effects the other explanations as well. Peacekeeping missions lose 

significance for soft repression and staying significant and with positive effect at the USSD score 

(p<0.05). Trade turns insignificant on the two measures, and GDP and Democracy stays 

significant and with negative impact only for freedom measures.  

While the analyses show the significance of INGOs effect over state repression measures by 

itself and in comparison to alternative explanations it is still hard to interpret. Analyses show an 

effect of one INGO but it does not answer the question of what is the effect of 100 or 500 INGOs 
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as usually this is the case. Therefore, I plot the predicted level of repression for the two fit 

models of global sample and the conflict sample (models 2 and 3) at fixed values of INGOs. 

Repression is represented as the maximum and minimum scales in the USSD and FH indexes. 

Results are presented in the post-analysis table (Figure 2). 

 

In the USSD (State Department) human rights index 1= Best Score 5= Worst Score 

In the FH (Freedom House) human rights index 1= Best Score 7= Worst Score 

Figure 2: Predicted probability of the maximum and minimum scales in USSD and FH 

indexes for the fit models of the global and conflict samples at a fixed number of 

INGOs, 1977-2003. 

 

  

Figure 2 shows the predicted probability for a country with a fixed number of INGOs in the two 

samples to have the maximum or minimum score at the two human rights indexes. It underlines 

the association between higher number of INGOs and better scores on the measures. Within the 

global sample, a good record on human rights (1 on both scales), both for hard and soft types of 
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repression, would be more likely to occur when there are more INGOs. Particularly, the 

probability of a country with 2,500 INGOs to have the best USSD or FH score is 23%, for 1,500 

it is 17%, for 500 it is 12%, for 100 it is 11%, and 10% for a country without INGOs. This is true 

for poor human rights record on soft repression as well (7 on FH), showing 1% probability for a 

country with 2,500 INGO and 6% with a country without INGOs.   

As is illustrated in the analyses (Table 3, model 3), the conflict sample underscores the higher 

likelihood of a good record in human rights indexes to appear in countries with more INGOs. 

Particularly, the probability of a country with 2,500 INGOs to have the best USSD score is 87%, 

for 1,500 it is 38%, for 500 3%, and for 100 it is 0%, same as for a country without INGOs. In 

the FH the trend is pronounced as well with 14% for 2,500, 3% for 1,500 and 0% for all the rest. 

When examining the likelihood to get a poor record the picture remained similar. In the USSD 

index, for a country with 2,500 INGO the probability stands at 0%, for 1,500 at 2%, for 500 it is 

26%, for 100 it is 48%, and for a country without INGOs it is 54%. In the FH index the 

probability of a country with 2,500 or 1,500 INGO to have the worst score stands at 0%, for 500 

it is 5%, for 100 it is 11% and for no INGOs it stands at 13%. 

In summary, Figure 2 provides a clear interpretation of what are the predicted probabilities of a 

country with a fixed number of INGOs offices to be ranked high or low in the human rights 

scales. Same as in analyses, results show that numbers do matter. Greater numbers of INGOs 

associated with a higher probability for better score and lower probability for a bad score. This is 

especially true when conflict takes place. Moreover, the Table highlights the challenge in dealing 

with soft repression, up to the point that achieving a good FH score on the conflict sample is 

exclusive to countries with higher numbers of INGOs.  
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DISCUSSION 

Given that INGOs are associated with lowering state repression on all four analyses, and in 

particular the soft type of repression, leads to the conclusion that the presence of INGOs does 

contribute to the mitigation of state repression in general and in times of conflict. In conflict 

areas the impact is more pronounced and has the potential to influence hard repression as well.  

Comparing the INGO sector as a third party intervention to the alternative explanations of 

lowering state repression accentuates its efficacy across all analyses. Furthermore, the sector’s 

success in dealing with soft repression can potentially complement the peacekeeping option, 

which designed to target hard repression. Finally, this model of intervention has a great appeal in 

its simplicity in regards to policy. The INGO sectors’ effect can be easily intensified given the 

analysis results measured per one INGO. Consequently, an inflation of the number of INGOs per 

country may further condense the global civil society network and lead to further lowering the 

level of state repression.  

CONCLUSION 

The increasing presence of the INGO sector in areas of conflict brought with it multiple levels of 

intervention as activists and aid worker have been corresponding with one another, utilizing 

international networks, resources, and knowledge to influence the state’s behavior. This paper 

features the impact of the presence of the INGO sector over human rights violations, offering an 

alternative third party intervention into the debate. Building on the increasing evidence of the 

inter-connectivity within the sector I contend that in spite the substantial and important part of 

peace organizations we need to look at the sector as a whole when we examine the mitigation of 

state repression. A big INGO sector with extensive network can increase the effect of peace 
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INGOs and promote a global agenda. The analyses presented draws attention to the INGO sector 

role as a legitimate third party and as an effective agent of social change. Furthermore, it 

conjoins the general NGO development literature along with its extended evidence of INGOs 

effectiveness with the third party intervention literature, drawing near the theory for practitioners 

and occurrences in the field. 

A comparison with alternative factors of state repression mitigation accentuates the efficacy of 

the sector. This while other factors proved insignificant or in some occasions, even yield 

contradictory and negative results regarding state repression. The implications of these findings 

are weighty. They draw attention to an alternative venue for impacting human rights violations 

even within the harshest setting of violent conflict. They show that the empowerment of a big 

and interconnected INGO sector can operate as an effective policy tool for dealing with women’s 

rights, freedom of speech, freedom of occupation and other freedoms which are the building 

blocks of democracy.  

Nonetheless, there are caveats to these findings. First, no one is naïve enough to assume that a 

finite or a magic number of INGO can zero a trend of human rights violations. There are other 

elements in play. Consequently, it is imperative to further investigate what is the mechanism of 

which INGOs impact state repression? What are the conditions of which they succeed and when 

do they fail and why? What is the relationship between INGOs and peacekeeping foces? Nd 

what should be the ratio of peace organizations and other INGOs? Answering these important 

questions can allow us to further develop our understanding of the relations between INGOs and 

the state in the context of state repression. 
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The globalized post-Cold War environment that emphasized the increasing influence of the 

INGO sector in all aspects of life did not escape conflict areas. We see more and more evidence 

of this trend starting with organizations operating under the UN umbrella or the Coalition in 

Afghanistan, INGOs that provide social and health services in areas under the Islamic State’s 

control, and aid workers that cross the Sudanian borders in order to assist the local villagers. This 

paper’s findings are an invitation to take into account these new elements in the field and to 

further investigate their role, importance, and effect.  
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Chapter 2:  Fighting for Movement:  How effectively does 

MachsomWatch ease Palestinian freedom of movement?  
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INTRODUCTION 

The increase of armed conflict and the consequent deterioration of human rights conditions 

across the globe have stressed the urgency of producing humanitarian solutions; especially 

nonviolent ones. One of the natural venues for dealing with this deterioration in human rights 

conditions has been collective action. Yet, when examining the mechanisms of mitigating human 

rights violations in the context of armed conflict, the role of social movements is unexpectedly 

absent. The International Relations or Political Science literature, the disciplines that specialized 

in this type of research, have rarely acknowledged the role of civil engagement and mobilization 

as an alternative to the standard solutions of international treaties (Neumayer 2005; Cole 2009; 

Hill 2010; Hathaway 2007), economic factors (Abouharb and Cingranelli 2009; Fearon and 

Laitin 2003; Apodaca 2001), democratic indicators (Davenport 2007; Davenport 1996; 

Armstrong 2009), and peacekeeping or state intervention (Third Party Intervention) (Peksen 

2012; Sambanis 2008; Fortna 2004; Fortna 2008). This is surprising since social movements 

have long been considered a primary agent of social change (see Giugni, Bosi, and Uba 2013). 

Additionally, numerous studies have demonstrated social movements’ effective impact on peace 

and human rights issues (Andrews 1997; Burstein and Freudenburg 1978). However, social 

movement scholarship on areas of conflict did not produce an empirical proof for the relevancy 

and impact of non-violent movements, leaving question marks on nonviolent movements’ 

success in promoting peace and human rights in conflict areas. Though social movements should 

potentially be a valid alternative for a nonviolent impact on human rights violation in areas of 

conflict, we first need to establish if it matters. We need to investigate if social movements can 

mitigate human rights violations in areas of conflict.  
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Answering this question is important for several reasons. First, it fills a gap in the literature 

regarding the relevancy and efficacy of nonviolent social movements in conflict areas. This 

potentially can also be linked to collective action under high levels of threat or within a 

nondemocratic setting (Alimi 2009). Second, it brings together the social movement and human 

rights literatures, providing us with better sociological tools to explain human rights and social 

change. Last and most importantly, it provides us with an effective nonviolent alternative to 

create social change and have an impact on human rights conditions in conflict areas.  

In this paper I show that even within the context of armed conflict, a most unhospitable 

environment for non-violent social action, a social movement can succeed in mitigating human 

rights violations by using nonviolent tactics. Given that scholarship on collective actions in the 

context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is well developed, my research examines a movement 

operating within this setting. I focus on MachsomWatch (MW), a women peace movement 

targeting Palestinian movement restrictions across the West Bank. I examine their tactic and 

success, looking at how their pressure of soldiers at checkpoints improves the Palestinians’ 

freedom of movement for the duration of their protest.  

The paper begins with a review of human rights and social movement scholarship. The review 

specifies the available social change mechanism in mitigating human rights violations in conflict 

areas. It also explains the lack of empirical proof for social movements’ efficacy in this setting. 

Later it follows existing work on social movements and human rights and social movements and 

armed conflict. It concludes by describing the unique challenges collective action faces in areas 

of armed conflict and reviewing relevant social movement studies. Next, I introduce MW, their 

tactics and the context of their operation. This section illustrates the human rights violations the 

movement targets and the way it does it. To show the efficacy of MW’s tactics I use a mixed 
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method approach, looking at the protesters and the checkpoints’ soldiers. I conduct a qualitative 

textual analysis of MW’s daily reports from 2007-2015, measuring the effect of agency verbs on 

the checkpoints’ flow. This analysis is complemented with semi-structured interviews with 29 

soldiers with relevant experience manning these checkpoints. Results indicate that MW’s tactics 

pressure the soldiers, compelling them to alter their behavior and in the process temporarily 

improving the Palestinians’ freedom of movement.  

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND VIOLENT POLITICAL CONFLICT 

Improving human rights conditions in areas of conflict have long been one of the international 

community's priorities and one of the most urgent issues on the global agenda. It has also been a 

grueling struggle, with only a handful of strategies proving successful. Examination of the 

literature on the topic underscores four mechanisms for change: democratization, international 

treaties, economic reforms, and Third Party Intervention. Building on the democratic peace 

theory, democratization has been associated with improvement in human rights conditions by 

increasing the cost of repressive behavior, the cultivations of values that undermine repression, 

and by providing an alternative mechanism of control via participation (Davenport 2007). 

International human rights treaties pledge states to international norms and increasing the cost 

for violating them (Hafner-Burton 2005). Economic development, trade, and investment 

(Apodaca 2001; Richards et al. 2001; Hafner-Burton 2005) have been associated as well with 

influencing state repression. Finally, third party intervention, mostly by peacekeeping forces, has 

been identified as one of the most effective tools for dealing with state repression (Fortna 2004; 

Fortna 2008; Sambanis 2008).      
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Essentially, these mechanisms are engines for social change demonstrated competence in these 

environments. When examining those mechanisms, one wonders why social movements—one of 

the most celebrated engines for social change—has been ignored. The answer is simple. The 

social movement outcome scholarship is still undeveloped and it does not cover all subfields and 

subcases. One of these uncovered subfields is conflict areas. Consequently, we don’t know if 

social movements do matter when armed conflict is taking place. There is not enough empirical 

support for social movements’ efficacy in mitigating human rights or state repression in areas of 

conflict. 

The struggle for human rights has been the flagship of social movements’ studies. The 

examination of social activism has been the cornerstone of humanism and liberal democracy, 

such as the Civil Rights movements (Andrews 1997, 2001; Olzak and Ryo 2007; Robnett 1996), 

the Suffragists (King, Cornwall, and Dahlin 2005; McCammon et al. 2001; Teele 2014), and gay 

rights (Ammaturo 2016; Bernstein 1997; Fetner 2001; Jenness 1995). Moreover, the 

effectiveness of social movement activism has been examined and shown by several studies 

(Andrews 1997; Giugni 2001; McAdams and Su 2002).  

Collective action aimed at war and peace issues was studied by social movement scholars as 

well. An example is the Vietnam anti-war movement that mobilized millions of citizens to 

publicly protest and had enormous impact on the American culture, people, and politics. 

Fendrich (2003) described the movement’s struggle, underscoring its indirect impact on the 

political system and war policies. McAdams and Su (2002) examined the effectiveness of the 

movement using time-series analysis to assess the relationship between antiwar protests and 

congressional voting on war-related roll calls. Their results were mixed, yet underscored that 

some tactics had the potential of increasing pro-peace voting and congressional action. The 
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Vietnam anti-war movement was not the only one studied. Antiwar movements against the Gulf 

War (Coles 1999; Coy and Woehrle 1996; Coy, Woehrle, and Maney 2008) and the Iraq War 

(Bond 2008; Coy et al. 2008; Heaney and Rojas 2011; Lietz 2011; Oselin and Corrigall-Brown 

2010) have been addressed as well. Even the online aspect of antiwar protest has been attended 

in Gillian (2009) examination of the UK antiwar movement. Other related research included the 

Nuclear Disarmament movements examined by Benford (1993) and Giugni (2001). Out of this 

list only two articles have addressed political impact, Giugni (2001) and Oselin and Corrigal-

Brown (2010). Giugni examined the political impact of the green, anti-nuclear 

and peace movements in the United States, Italy and Switzerland, underscoring their effect on 

related policy in all incidents. Oselin and Corrigal-Brown’s study focused was not on impact but 

rather on factors determining overall movement trajectories and success. The study indicates that 

activists identified political success as high turn-out or high level of resonance, leading to as a 

form of validation.  

Though these studies addressed peace and anti-war movements, they did not attend to collective 

action in areas of conflict. The protests took place in Western countries and targeted public 

opinion or the government’s war policies. Moreover, for the most part the policies and wars 

criticized by these organizations referred to events occurring on a different continent. It was a 

domestic protest on foreign policy. This distinction between conflict areas and other settings is 

important since conflict areas, as type of repressive environment, present a different set of rules 

and challenges that influence collective action. First, social movements operating in a repressive 

environment tend to prefer forms of everyday resistance (Johnston 2005, 2006; Scott 1990, 

2008). Second, repressive environments disorient social movements’ threat and opportunity 

perceptions due to state and other combating elements to restrict or control information 
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(Roscigno and Danaher 2001; Sawyers and Meyer 1999).  Third, physical threat, either of a state 

or militarized groups increases the chances of social movements’ retaliation with aggression. 

Though the relations between state repression and radicalization, or resorting to violence is still 

undecided (Almeida 2003; Davenport, Johnston, and Mueller 2005; Earl 2011), when it comes to 

immediate lethal threat the likelihood of retaliating in violence increases (Maher 2010). 

Moreover, a highly repressive setting, one that we can find in conflict areas, strongly affects the 

possibility, form, and dynamics of contention in a way different than non-conflict setting (Alimi 

2009). 

Lastly, fear and dehumanization of the enemy along with the rise in national identity increase the 

cost of pro-peace or anti-war activity. The conflict constructs clear boundaries between “us” and 

“them.” Trying to promote peace or offering a critique of the war policy may be interpreted as a 

transgression, as a challenge to common values such as “supporting the troops.” Haklai (2008) 

and Kotef (2011) even recognized that kind of transgression as crossing the lines and “helping 

(or sleeping with) the enemy.” This perception may stir pro-war movements (Oselin and 

Corrigall-Brown 2010), state repression (Cunningham 2003), and a real physical threat to 

activists (Maney et al. 2012). The complexities and limitations of this situation have direct 

impact over tactics and mobilization (Coy and Woehrle 1996; Coy et al. 2009; Coy et al. 2008; 

Oselin and Corrigall-Brown 2010).  

When examining collective action in places undergoing violent conflict, studies have emphasized 

the violent aspect of social movements’ repertoires. Terrorist organizations, right wing 

extremists, and insurgents have attracted the lion's share of the research (Della port 2008; Maney 

et al. 2013; Seidman 2001; Snow and Scott 2007; Sutton and Vertigans 2006). In spite of its 

appeal and high visibility, violent social movements account for only a part of collective action 
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taking place in these areas. In most conflicts, especially if they are relatively limited in their 

volume and geographical spread, civil society organizations continue to operate.   

Several studies examined those kinds of groups, the conditions they operate in, and the 

challenges they face. Within this sub-field, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict draws a large portion 

of the literature. Similar to any other civil society, organizations and activists have been trying to 

influence social rights protests (Grinberg 2011) or illegal immigrants’ rights (Kemp and Nelly 

2014). Yet, they did so while dealing with the structural challenges of the setting, such as the 

security discourse. A terrorist attack taking place during a protest campaign has the potential of 

halting its momentum all together, as society feels that there are more “urgent” things to deal 

with. 

Naturally, a great portion, and most studied aspects, of movements in this setting would deal 

with peace and human rights issue related to the Palestinian struggle for rights or independence. 

Khawaja (1993) explored the links between state repression related to the Israeli Occupation (i.e. 

land seizure, economic restrictions, threat of physical violence and incarceration)  and dynamics 

of popular collective action in the Palestinian West Bank from 1976 to 1985. Noakes and 

Wilkins (2002) looked at the media coverage of Palestinian activism as part of their political 

struggle for  a Palestinian state in the light of the peace process. Alimi et al. (2006) examined 

how Palestinians living in the occupied territories constructed political opportunity during the 

run-up to the 1987 first Intifada. The authors analyzed how the changing Israeli political 

opportunity structure affected Palestinians' framing of the structural conditions they faced. Some 

other studies examined Palestinian and Israeli activism related to the Separation Wall (Ben-

Eliezer and Yuval Feinstein 2009) and the checkpoint (Kotef and Amir 2007; Kotef 2011). 

Lastly, multiple scholars examined women’s role in peace activism, with emphasis on 
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MachsomWatch an all women Israeli pro-peace organization (Helman and Rapoport 1997; Kotef 

2011; Kutz-Flamenbaum, 2012; Sasson-Levy and Rapoport 2003). Of the described research 

none addressed the question of activism effectiveness. 

MachsomWatch 

MachsomWatch’s ( מחסוםווטש  Checkpoint Watch) main agenda is mitigating the restrictions on 

movement of the Palestinian population in the West Bank. Within the peace organizations 

landscape MW has been considered as a prominent and consistent actor on that issue. Its main 

tactic is daily observation missions of Israeli checkpoints, considered as the main means of 

population control in the West Bank (Kotef and Amir 2011). Across the West Bank there are 

over 200 checkpoints and roadblocks, isolating villages one from another and from the urban 

centers they serve. These checkpoints impede the Palestinian population’s freedom of 

movement, in some cases turning a 20-minute morning commute into a 5-hour ordeal (Eldar 

2016; Tawil-Souri 2011).  

In order to deal with these movements’ restrictions, MW developed a repertoire of contention 

that based on daily observation missions across the West Bank. MW was established in 2001, 

during the heyday of the Second Intifada. The organization targeted Israeli checkpoints, which 

proliferated at the time and were a relatively easy point of entry for civilian oversight. Up until 

2003 MW participation was slim and its impact marginal. After receiving some media coverage 

the organization expanded, and its presence and effort were felt more in the field. MW started 

regularly visiting checkpoints all across the West Bank with some visits as long as a couple of 

hours. The organization’s primary mission was the monitoring of the soldiers’ activity in 

checkpoints and reporting on the event to the media. It ran a “naming and shaming” campaign, 
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operating mainly online. This was done with a minimum engagement with the soldiers and with 

the writing of daily reports on the checkpoint routine and activities. In time, the organization 

members extended their initial protest and start engaging both with the soldiers and the 

Palestinians, taking the role of “problem solvers.” MW’s members approached both sides when 

altercations took place, when what was perceived by the members as a human rights violation 

committed by the soldiers, or to assist with bureaucratic procedures (e.g. filling up forms). With 

the soldiers, typically this engagement came in the form of asking questions and clarification on 

the situation. In some cases the activists tried to solve particular problems by contacting regional 

commanders or administrative officials or to appeal for a change in checkpoint regulations 

(Kotef 2011).  

The organization uses two main tactics: the online “naming and shaming” campaign and the 

“problem solving” confrontation. Both tactics have been used daily for over a decade, since 2001 

until today. The first aims at public opinion by “recording and authenticating the impossible 

conditions faced by the Palestinians under Israeli occupation; conditions which also corrode the 

fabric of Israeli society and the values of democracy” (Machsom Watch’s website 2016). The 

second developed out of the observation missions as the campaigners took a more active part in 

the checkpoint dynamics. This engagement targeted those who implement the policy the 

organization challenges—the soldiers.  

The impact of these tactics has never been examined. Scholarship on MW has generally focused 

on the gender aspect of the activists and their tactics. Deutch-Nadir (2005) examined MW in her 

study on Israeli pro-peace women organizations. Braverman (2012) looked at MW activities as a 

prism to understand the checkpoints routine and bureaucracy around Jerusalem. Kutz-

Flamenbaum paid attention to the way MW challenges the gender frames of masculinity and 
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femininity by assuming a neutral frame (2012). Alternatively, other scholars (Amir 2014; Kotef 

2011; Kotef and Amir 2007; Mansbach 2012) emphasized the gendered traits of the activists’ 

protest. Throughout these analyses, scholars rarely addressed the effectiveness of MW’s tactics 

in mitigating human rights abuses. In fact, Deutch-Nadir (2005) even stated that MW’s impact is 

“hard to measure”, and focused her analysis on biographical impact rather than political.  

I argue that the combination of the two tactics has the potential of yielding a short term yet 

immediate effect. The “naming and shaming” campaign situates the activists as watchdogs, and 

generally something to be cautious about. Adding to that, the activists’ “problem solving” tactics 

press the soldiers. Already unbalanced by the observation mission and pressed by the activists’ 

intervention the soldiers are more susceptible to ease conditions at the checkpoint.  

METHODS 

In order to account for the impact of the interaction between the activists and soldiers over the 

levels of state repression I approach the question from both the perspectives of MW and soldiers. 

The dual perspective represents a more complete picture of the interaction and its effects.  

To examine MW’s “problem solving” tactic’s impact on the movement restrictions at the 

checkpoints I start with a quantitative textual analysis of their daily reports.  I focus on the 

pressure applied by the activists on the soldiers and the effect it has on the checkpoints’ routines. 

The activists’ pressure is operationalized as phrases that demonstrate agency associated with 

MW’s members (i.e. “we called”, “we phoned”, “we spoke”, “we asked”). Their impact is 

measured by the changes they tried to generate in the checkpoint routine in each report and their 

success or failure. I then complement my findings with interviews with soldiers with the relevant 

field experience, which describe the interaction from their perspective.  
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Reports’ Data 

MW’s reports were taken from the organization’s website. Though MW began its operation in 

2001, it has started uploading reports online only since 2005. The English version of the reports 

covers the period of 2007-2015.
5
 The data contains 11,507 daily reports, and each describes an 

observation team’s account of events and conditions in one or several checkpoints it monitored. 

The number of checkpoints visited is not consistent and fluctuates according to the observations 

team’s discretion; hence in some cases the team will cover up to 7-8 different checkpoints and on 

other occasions it focuses on one. Furthermore, the number of teams varies and with it the 

number of daily reports. As a result, some days show multiple reports while other days have 

none. The content of the report is mostly technical and stresses freedom of movement aspects, 

such as the how many gates are open, is the humanitarian gate functions, how long the line is, 

whether detainees are present, and how much time it takes to cross the roadblock. Also, the 

observation teams describe special events that took place in the roadblock, such as car accidents, 

altercations between the soldiers and the Palestinians, medical condition, and Palestinians’ 

personal problems related to the military authorities. Finally, the reports document the interaction 

between the organization members and the soldiers and other security related entities. These 

include conversations, requests, inquiries, and arguments.  

The main problem this data presents in understanding the checkpoints dynamics, and particularly 

the effect of movement over this dynamic, is that MW is the source of this data, underlining a 

possible bias. Trying to determine if the organization’s actions at the checkpoint mitigate state 

repression may be skewed due to an exaggeration that is derived out of an attempt to demonstrate 

                                                           
5
 I use the English version for replicability reasons. Moreover, for the most part, the English version is almost a 

verbatim translation of the Hebrew version.  
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success.  However, the organizations’ goal and structure of report writing attenuate some of the 

potential biases. First, an examination of the reports discloses that a great portion of them 

describes non-active roadblocks or checkpoints where the flow of movement is regular and fast. 

This indicates that the organization is not shy away of showing a decrease in checkpoints activity 

or the ability of the security forces to manage the checkpoints well. Second, the organization’s 

incentive to hide its inability to change the situation in the checkpoints is slim. In fact, a great 

part of its monitoring is the highlighting of the absurdity of situations in the checkpoints, where 

children and elders cannot pass due to Kafkaesque bureaucratic failure. Consequently, the 

organization’s inability to change regulations that are in contradiction of what they understand as 

common sense, are regularly written and emphasized. Second, the reports are unstructured and 

do not confined the authors to pay attention to particular issues or to frame event according to the 

organizations’ agenda. The reports are written in free style and addressing different aspects and 

issues each time, some are even esoteric. Gradually, the writers did adopt a particular and 

sometime laconic jargon, yet the focus of each monitoring team is different. Lastly, the reports’ 

writers alter constantly, making it implausible for all to maintain the same agenda or dominant 

narrative, especially one that emphasizes particular type of “success” in checkpoints encounters 

with the soldiers. Hence, by focusing on the organization’s ability to bring change in the 

roadblock, something that it does not aim for or advocate for in its reports, the analysis can avoid 

some of the inherit bias of using this data.  

The textual analysis reorganizes the raw data into sixteen different blocks, each representing six 

months reports, except the 2007 and the 2015 blocks which cover seven months and eight 

months respectively. Drawing from Weintraub (Weintraub 1981) and Skinner (Skinner 2014), I 

conduct analysis of verbal behavior, focusing at particular verbs to assess dynamic represented in 
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the text. The variables examined are verbs that are associated with the activist teams’ agency: 

“Called”, “Phoned”, “Spoke”, and “Asked.” These verbs represent most of MW’s members’ 

attempts to influence events or conditions in the roadblocks. To make sure that the verbs are 

associated with the teams and not with other actors described in the report, I paired them with the 

pronouns “We” and “I.”  

 

 #Reports #We 

called 

#I called #We 

phoned 

#I 

phoned 

% of 

called+ 

phoned  

#We 

spoke 

#I Spoke #We 

asked 

# I asked % of 

spoke+ 

asked  

2007 670 38 6 12 6 9.2% 28 6 73 15 18.2% 

2008a 1252 75 12 49 8 11.5% 70 9 201 36 25.2% 

2008b 1170 89 9 37 11 12.4% 35 4 203 49 24.8% 

2009a 1166 80 14 46 3 12.2% 63 3 149 43 22.1% 

2009b 883 51 9 30 1 10.3% 27 0 109 17 17.3% 

2010a 773 49 5 20 2 9.8% 33 1 84 11 16.6% 

2010b 612 50 10 21 6 14.2% 32 6 94 15 24.0% 

2011a 618 71 7 31 3 18.1% 36 4 97 15 24.5% 

2011b 543 28 10 20 5 11.6% 30 4 74 12 22.0% 

2012a 546 23 4 16 0 7.8% 16 2 49 9 13.9% 

2012b 473 17 5 14 3 8.2% 23 3 59 10 20.0% 

2013a 485 22 5 8 2 7.6% 21 3 38 16 16.0% 

2013b 509 25 3 13 2 8.4% 27 4 63 8 20.0% 

Table 4: continued next page 
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2014a 579 24 5 17 1 8.1% 34 8 62 25 22.2% 

2014b 432 17 6 4 0 6.25% 41 5 74 13 30.7% 

2015 796 41 17 13 0 8.9% 57 2 114 34 26.0% 

*data is adjusted of MachsomWatch daily reports  

Table 4: Frequency of Agency Verbs paired with “We/I” Pronounce in the MW’s Reports 

2007-2015, by half year blocks. 

 

Table 4 shows that most of the reports did not include agency, as it has been represented by the 

four agency verbs. The combine percentages of all verbs accumulate to less than 50% of the 

number of reports per block. Even if each count of verb represent a single report it covers less 

than 50% of reports, and most of the time even less than 40%. Looking at the called/phoned 

column, that accounts for the “We Called”/”I Called”/”We Phoned”/”I Phoned” combined 

percentages per reports, we see that on average the mentioning of these phrases per block is 

around 10% and generally in decline since 2007. The spoke/asked column, which represents the 

combine percentages per year of the “We Spoke”/”I Spoke”/”We Asked”/”I Asked”, underscores 

that the mentioning of these phrases per block is around 20%. Also, that there is an increase in 

the mentioning of this phrase. Finally, the table shows that the called/phoned option has been 

used less than the spoke/asked option.  

This tells us two things. First, the “problem solving” tactics take place only in some of the 

observation missions and not all. This is reasonable since not every tour to the West Bank 

discloses a situation needed to be solved. For example, some of the reports describe empty 

checkpoints or easy flow of people with minimal waiting. Second, the activists tend to engage in 
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problem solving mostly by talking with the people at the checkpoint rather than by calling to 

supervisors.  

Interviews’ data 

The second data source is 29 interviews with Israeli soldiers who served in checkpoints and 

mounted patrols in the West Bank during the period of 2003-2015. The mounted patrol mission 

was included since one of its main tasks was the immediate response to events in the field, 

including interaction with human rights activists at checkpoints. The majority of the respondents 

served in the West Bank both in roadblocks and patrol mission during their mandatory regular 

service (25 out of 28), and their reserve service (16 out of 17). The interviews were carried out 

face to face, by phone, or via SKYPE. Each interview was conducted in a semi-structured form 

(Drever 1995), building on eight basic questions, three of them written to establish the 

respondent’s fit to the sample and five more that focused on the interaction from a professional 

perspective—meaning as professional soldiers. Follow-up questions were raised to clarify a point 

or to redirect the interview back to the topic.  

Identifying the respondents proved to be a difficult task since although many Israelis are 

veterans, only a small minority of the armed forces retains a combat position (Swed and Butler 

2015:127), which allows them to be deployed in the field. Furthermore, only a fraction of those 

serve in the West Bank, and an even smaller portion conducted checkpoints and patrol missions. 

Indeed, within the sample, it was not a regular mission for many, with only a few months 

deployment. Finally, the political atmosphere where this data was collected was very sensitive as 

the stories of some soldiers that were interviewed on the topic of morality in the Israeli Defense 

Forces during the second Gaza War (Breaking the Silence 2015) obtained very negative attention 
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in the Israeli media. As a result, many of the potential respondents refused to participate in the 

study, fearing exposure or manipulation in the name of a political agenda.  

To overcome these barriers and to fit the sampling method to the population I drew from the 

literature of hard to reach populations (Faugier and Sargeant 1997; Atkinson and Flint 2001) 

Following Christopoulos (Christopoulos 2010) support for snowball sampling method (Biernacki 

and Waldorf 1981; Goodman 1961) as the proper method for expert population, I employed this 

method to identify and create this sample.  

ANALYSIS 

The analysis begins with reviewing MW’s reports and identifying the association between 

protest and success. In the second stage of the analysis I examine the soldiers’ accounts, 

substantiating the effect of protest and uncover its mechanism.   

MW’s reports reveal that the observation mission teams did more than merely observing, and 

often actively engaged with both the local population and the checkpoint soldiers. This 

engagement was triggered by different circumstances and was manifested in several forms. 

Frequently, the teams engaged with the soldiers and the Palestinians when they identified what 

they interpret as a problem. Usually it has been freedom of movement related issues, 

bureaucratic or technical problems, and sometimes the violations of Palestinian rights.  

Example 1#: (25.07.2013) 

A youngster, whose brother has cancer and is hospitalized in "Mokassad" Hospital in 

East Jerusalem, said he and his brother received permits to enter and stay by the patient, 

but the patient's wife did not get one. We spoke with the officer. The young man was let in 

and got a permit for the wife. What would have happened if we were not there? Would 

the wife have been prevented from seeing her husband? 
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Example 2#: (11.01.2010) 

We spoke with a group of illegals
6
 who were not let in. They said they were building 

labourers working permanently in Jerusalem. Today, police had come, discovered they 

had no work permits, had taken them from the workplace and brought them here. We 

asked why they did not arrange work permits for themselves. The oldest among them 

replied that the youngsters cannot get permits. The older ones do get. He can get a permit 

if his employer asks. The employer is willing to ask, but demands that the labourer gives 

him five thousand shekels! He himself pays 150 shekels a day to a worker. The youngsters 

get thirty shekels for a day’s work. 

The two examples depict two types of interaction. The first begins with a conversation with a 

“youngster”, learning about the problem he and his family have, and continues with MW’s 

members trying to help him by talking with the soldiers in the roadblock. The second example 

describes how MW’s members learn about the Palestinians work conditions by conversing with 

them.  

The reports indicate that on top of the two immediate actors—Soldiers and Palestinians—MW’s 

members often communicate with other elements via the phone. The most frequent calls 

described are to the military local headquarters and civilian organizations such as the District 

Coordination Liaison Offices (DCL), District Coordination Offices (DCO), and the 

Humanitarian Center, all part of the Israeli Civil Administration—the governing body of the 

West Bank.  

Example 3#: (30.11.2009) 

15:30 - Qalandiya: About 90 people were waiting in the northern shed, lined up in the 3 

"cages"
7
and spilling over into the shed itself.  Inside the CP (Check Point) three 

passageways were active…[yet] nothing at all seemed to be moving…. We called CP 

Headquarters to ask if something couldn't be done to speed up passage of the CP.  

                                                           
6
 The term illegals refers to those who do not have permits to enter to Israel. Permits can be issued for work 

purposes or social, educational, health related, or security related.  
7
 Separate lanes for entering and exiting pedestrians. 
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Shortly thereafter the carousels were opened and about half of those waiting in the shed 

were allowed to enter the CP.   

Example 4#: (29.04.2010) 

6:45  Sheikh Saed: A line of some 30-40 persons winding as far as the edge of the 

corridor above … A wait of 20-30 minutes for inhabitants of a small village only a 

fraction of whose residents have the “right” to cross. Meticulous checks are conducted 

also for small children who are required to present documents (permits from school?), 

and have their school-bags checked.  An 8-year-old was not allowed to cross because he 

did not possess the correct document -- until, with the help of his uncle, and a reprimand 

that this was the last time, he was let through.  Sh. entered to speak to the person 

checking in.  He said: "I check according to orders.  We don't mess around.  This is how 

we have to work."  But it seems he let people through more quickly thereafter.  We called 

humanitarian headquarters to complain.  After a few minutes we heard the phone in the 

booth ringing and heard the answer: "I can't work faster, I'm on my own."  At the same 

time, a soldier materialized out of the checkpoint area and started to help with the 

checking.  The harassment of the children stopped, and most crossed quickly without 

checks.  The line grew shorter even though after 7:00 the stream of children grew.    

These two examples show how MW members interact with these administrative external actors 

that hold a sway over the soldiers. In the third example the activists call the local headquarters to 

solve a freedom of movement problem—a checkpoint that operates at full capacity yet all lanes 

are not progressing. In the fourth example, the activists encounter the same sort of problem, 

trying this time to talk first, yielding unclear results. Nonetheless, a call to the humanitarian 

headquarters generates a chance in the checkpoint’s movement policy.  

Following these findings I elaborate the analysis by looking more closely on a random sub-

sample of events, encompassing the block of the first six months of 2010. In this sub-sample I 

isolate each word combination and examine three elements. First, if the activist attempted to 

generate a change that is related to the checkpoint’s flow in the described event (e.g. opening a 

new gate in the checkpoint). To make sure that the action verbs address activists’ attempts to 

influence movement in the Checkpoint and not for something else I control for their relevancy 
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(Table 5, column 2). Second, if there was a successful change (e.g. the gate was opened). And 

finally, with whom the MW members interacted in the event (i.e. soldiers, Palestinians or a third 

party).  

 # of       

Events 

Relevancy Successful 

Change 

Actor Addressed by MW Members* 

“We Called/I Called” 54 50 23 Soldiers/Security Guards 4 

    Palestinians 0 

    Third Party 50 

“We Phoned/I Phoned” 22 21 14 Soldiers/Security Guards 0 

    Palestinians 0 

    Third Party 22 

“We Asked/I Asked” 34 8 0 Soldiers/Security Guards 7 

    Palestinians 18 

    Third Party 5 

“We Spoke/I Spoke” 95 20 4 Soldiers/Security Guards 29 

    Palestinians 50 

    Third Party 8 

*The column excludes options that are not Soldiers/Palestinians/Third Party.  

Table 5: Events their relevancy and correlation with change, 2010. 

 

Table 5 shows that about half of the events (the mentioning in the text of one of the possible 

phrase combinations) described a situation where MW member did not attempt to bring a change 

in the checkpoint operation or status. Also, it shows that out of the events where MW members 

did attempt to bring a change, a change occurred in about less than half of the situations (41% of 
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success), though again, this is from the perspective of MW observer. In addition, the sub-sample 

tells us that conversing with the third party, meaning the DCL/DCO/headquarters/humanitarian 

center, yield better results than talking with the checkpoints’ soldiers. The word combinations 

that include “called” and “phoned” are associated almost entirely with third party and represent 

most of the events that conclude with a change. Furthermore, they show high levels of relevancy, 

indicating that when MW members call they do try to bring a change in the checkpoint’s 

operation or status. The “called”/”phoned” combinations show 94% of relevancy and 48% of the 

events described ended with a change. The “asked”/spoke” combination demonstrates 21% of 

relevancy and 3% of events ended with a change. Unlike the “called”/”phoned” cluster, this 

cluster focused more on the Palestinians (52%) and the soldiers (27%) in comparison to the third 

party actors (10%).   

At first glance it seems that MW’s ability to influence the soldiers at the checkpoints is limited. 

However, a closer examination of the data tells a different story. First, improving human rights 

conditions is always a difficult task, and more so in the context of armed conflict. Consequently, 

any ability to alter the situation and improve human rights conditions is impressive. Second, 

most observation missions end with nothing special to report on, the conditions does not allow 

the activists to challenge the checkpoint operators, or the checkpoint occurrences cannot justify 

and intervention. Therefore, I argue that success should be measured in proportion to the events 

where activists actually attempted to bring a change in a situation. The assumption here is that 

they encountered with something they wanted and believed they could change. When treating the 

data this way we see that MW’s pressure, especially when activists call to supervisors have 

relatively good chances for improving the human rights conditions in the checkpoints.  
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Building only on its reports to understand the checkpoints dynamics is at best, lacking. Basic 

questions such as what this pressure means for the soldiers and in what way do they alter they 

behavior, need to be answered. Accordingly, I complement this data with interview data taken of 

29 soldiers that served in the West Bank in checkpoint and patrol missions during the period of 

2003-2015.  

Soldiers’ accounts 

Checkpoints missions are hard and tedious, entailing a great amount of bureaucracy along with 

high levels of security threats and tensions. Though for the most part the soldiers are fairly 

trained to deal with that hardship it is still pose an enormous challenge for the soldiers. The 

soldiers are required to control the crowd and car movement and sort the population entering the 

checkpoint in line with regulations and the population’s visas and work permits. All of this is 

done in 8-12 hours work shifts, many times twice a day, while wearing heavy protective gear that 

burdens the experience even further.  

In this context, observation teams have been perceived unfavorably. Out of the 29 respondents 

23 demonstrated negative sentiments for the presence of peace organizations in checkpoints. The 

expressions annoying and disturbance frequently reappeared in the interviews.    

“In one word, annoying.” (Nir)
8
 

“[MW are] a disturbing element that they have nothing to do there, they disturb the 

soldiers and endanger life.”(Roy) 

“Most of the communication with them can be described as disturbing, [They are] 

disturbing the mission. They bothered us, most of the interaction with them was 

unpleasant…” (Ben) 

                                                           
8
 The names used are not the interviewees’ real names but rather pseudonym.  
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Several respondents delineated the root of the disturbance, linking it to the intervention of an 

organization that its status is unclear and alters the dynamics between the soldiers and 

Palestinians.  

“It adds complexity to the mission. The mission is already complicated enough when you 

need to account for the rules of engagement and the complexity of the Palestinian 

population in the area and then a new element joins in that it is unclear to us how we 

should behave towards it. If they are taking pictures, it is unclear what they can or 

cannot do. It is most definitely an element that we would get along well without.” (Hami) 

“Imagine a situation where a worker coming to the roadblock on his way to work. You 

discuss with him the details and solve any problem right away. Now add to this equation 

someone that stand right in your face… and bombard you with questions ‘Why aren’t you 

letting this guy pass? Why do you do this? Why do you do that?’”(Nir) 

In spite of the professional oriented interview the negative sentiments constantly emerged, 

moving from mild disapproval to vehement blame. The roots of these hostile responses 

sentiments are in black and white perception the soldiers hold. For them, helping the Palestinians 

and criticizing the soldiers is de-facto crossing the line between ‘them’ and ‘us’. The “We 

Asked/I Asked”/ “We Spoke/I Spoke” rows in Table 2 highlight the significant interaction MW 

members have with the Palestinians. For the soldiers, this interaction, which often ricochets back 

at them as demands or critique, linked to the soldiers’ hostile perspectives of the peace 

organizations. Moreover, the “We Called/I Called”/ “We Phoned/I Phoned” rows underline the 

pressure MW exercise over the roadblock soldiers. This pressure is perceived by the soldiers as a 

complication of an already thorny situation, adding to their level of hostility. 

 “MachsomWatch are not OK. [They are] Left activists that incite provocations. They 

have a radical agenda that is irrational and disconnected from reality here” (Dan) 

“[They are] not good people that are doing things that are not good in my perspective. I 

see our work as good and relatively humane and therefore taking our pictures when 

things do go as smoothly as it should is indecent” (Eran)  
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“[They are] a type of traitors. Work at the checkpoint is hard, you are sweating, and a bit 

afraid and then those guys come and makes things harder” (Vlad)  

 

Not only nervousness, but also an actual change in behavior occurs. This situation pulls the 

soldiers out of their routine, breaking their ranks and the way they usually manage the 

checkpoint.  Furthermore, trying to maintain control over the oscillating situation the soldiers 

redeployed or ask for assistance. 

“When they [the protesters] are around the soldiers think twice if to unpack the 

suspected Palestinian vehicle that is full of merchandise for a routine check or not since 

they fear that later they would find themselves on the Internet as abusers—it damages the 

soldiers’ tactical performance.”(Kfir) 

“…the units’ structure and deployment changes. For example, if you have four soldiers 

in the roadblock and they are deployed in a particular kind of way…..not always but 

occasionally when this thing takes place [the arrival of protesters to the checkpoint]…it 

draws soldier that supposed to observe for long distance threats closer to the roadblock 

and what is going on there. Many times soldiers that supposed to stay at a designate 

point abandon their post and partake in the debate with the protesters.”(Freddy) 

“If they disturbed me too much I sometimes close the temporary roadblock and open it 

somewhere else” (Mano) 

“…when we released him [a Palestinian protester that went through inspection] he ran 

towards the protesters crying out and collapsing to the ground, acted out. I was with the 

medic at the time and we watch him astonishingly. I told the medic take the medical gear 

and check him out; there was nothing wrong with him… Because they [the protesters] 

were there I decided to show them that we are doing the right thing… we participated in 

the act…” (Adam) 

These soldiers' accounts indicate that the organizations’ intervention does impact freedom of 

rights restrictions at the roadblock, as soldiers change their regulations, behavior and routine due 

to intervention. They avoid checking vehicles and sometimes even dismantle temporary 

roadblocks.  
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Examination of the two data sets reveals a complementary narrative. MW’s reports, naturally 

emphasizing the humanitarian aspect of the interaction between the Palestinians and the soldiers, 

and both parties with MW, underscore the role of MW as problem solvers.
9
 Contrariwise, the 

soldiers’ account of the interaction, focused on the professional and mission aspects of the 

checkpoint, underlines the disrupting element of protesters, MW included, in the checkpoints’ 

routine. In some cases soldiers did identified and used MW’s as problem solvers and in other 

cases the soldiers described MW as “problem creators.” 

In respect to the checkpoints’ routine, the MW’s active intervention of talking and calling does 

mitigate the level of state repression as it measured in freedom of movement. First, they do so by 

assisting the Palestinians with dealing with the checkpoints bureaucracy, and diffusion potential 

tensions and misunderstanding by translating information for the soldiers and the Palestinians. 

Second, by applying pressure on the soldiers, via conversation and calls to the relevant 

supervisors, they accelerate the flow of movement in the checkpoint—literally, improving the 

freedom of movement. 

CONCLUSION 

The Institute for Economic and Peace’s 2016 Global Peace Index report stated that only ten 

countries in the world are actually free from conflict today, of those at least 80 states are engaged 

in different levels of active armed conflict. If we like it or not armed conflict has returned and 

playing a significant part in global economy and demographics as we witnessed recently with the 

collapse of Syria and Libya and the consequent refugee flood of neighboring countries. Our 

ability to engage with social and humanitarian problems in arenas of armed conflict has become 

                                                           
9
 This aspect has been highlighted by some of the respondents’ accounts as well. 
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essential. This study brings together the social movements’ specialty of engaging with inequality 

and the promotion of social justice with the work targeted in finding solutions to state repression 

when armed conflict is raging.    

In this paper I examined a peace movement that entered an area under military rule, confronting 

and challenging soldiers at military checkpoints and forcing them to alter their behavior and to 

temporarily improve movement restrictions to the local population. I conducted a qualitative 

textural analysis to substantiate the correlation between MW’s actions and changes in the 

soldiers’ routine in the checkpoint. This analysis’ findings emphasized the success of particular 

tactic—involving a supervisory element that presses the soldiers. Later, I examined interviews 

with 29 soldiers with the relevant experience, showing how the activists’ pressure manifests 

among the soldiers and how it induces changes in behavior.  This pattern of results brings up two 

general themes for discussion.   

First, this study shows that even within a setting of low-intensity conflict, managed by soldiers 

and not police, bureaucrats, or legislation, a social movement can positively influence human 

rights conditions. The implications of this success are both theoretical and policy related. The 

theoretical contribution is in suggesting social movements as a legitimate third party 

intervention, bridging Sociological and Political Science literature. The policy implications are in 

offering an additional instrument for policy makers to use when dealing with the difficult 

conditions of conflict areas.  

Second, a close examination of MW’s tactics underscores interesting characteristics that may 

contribute to its success. The movement uses a prolonged contention. The protests have taken 

place daily for over a decade now.  Largely, we assume that a prolonged contention is an 
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indication for a failed movement, or its inability to bring a political change. Some argue that a 

prolong protest may blossom later, giving the example of the Civil Rights movement that 

achieved its goal after more than two decades. Nonetheless, this case tells a different story, one 

that is linked to the type of success this tactic yields. This success is short-term, happening only 

when the protesters are at the checkpoint, and consequently is dependent on the movement’s 

commitment.  

MW case points that social movements have the ability to influence state repression in settings of 

armed conflict. They can influence soldiers and to improve human rights conditions, even if 

temporarily. Further study is required in order to establish the generality of these claims and the 

regime of political opportunities allowing it. Several questions need to be answered, is MW’s 

success a marginal phenomenon or an indication of a trend? Is success in this setting requires a 

novel tactic or can it be achieved via more traditional repertoire of contention? Moreover, on the 

case examined it is still unclear if there are long term effects of MW’s tactics and success? Also, 

how these protests are perceived by the local Palestinian population? Answering these questions 

would be the next step in bringing the case of social movements as an agent of change into the 

human rights in conflict areas scholarship. 
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APPENDIX 1  

Semi-Structured Interview for the Checkpoint Soldiers 

 

Introduction 

Here I introduce myself and the research. I address ethical concerns regarding anonymity. Then I explain 

the structure of the interview. 

Context 

Here the goal is to locate the interviewee in time, place, and type of job. Question 3 also helps with 

establishing a baseline for checkpoint behavior that might be challenged by Machsom Watch’s reports. 

1. Tell me a bit about your military background (unit, years of service, arena of operation, 

type of mission) 

2. Have you participated in checkpoint or patrol missions (BATASH)?  

3. If so, describe briefly the type of mission and routine in the checkpoint and patrol. 

Reverse Gaze 

Here the goal is to answer the main question of what is the impact of the presence of NGOs on state 

repression on the micro level. Questions 1 and 2 try to establish first the familiarity of the interviewee of 

the relevant NGOs. Furthermore, it helps to examine the level of hostility (or sympathy towards the 

NGOs).  Questions 3, 4 and 5 are the core questions that try to establish the impact these NGOs have over 

the soldiers at the checkpoint missions. 

1. Are you familiar with Machsom Watch and/or other human rights organization that have 

operated in the West Bank during your time of military service? 

2. During your service what did you think about these organizations and their work? 

3. In what way their presence and actions influence the Palestinians’ behavior in checkpoint 

missions or patrol missions? (Can you give an example). 

4. In what way their presence and actions influence your friends’ behavior in checkpoint or 

patrol missions? (Can you give an example). 

5. In what way their presence and actions influence your behavior in checkpoint or patrol 

missions? (Can you give an example). 
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Chapter 3:  Torn Between Treaty and Cost:  Managing 

humanitarian treaties in armed conflict 
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INTRODUCTION 

Can a state intentionally violate a treaty and be obligated to observe it simultaneously? 

Contemporary human rights treaties may on some occasions fail to provide solutions to complex 

scenarios, placing states in situations where they have to manage the treaty reather merely 

observing it. Many expectations have been placed on human rights and humanitarian treaties’ 

ability to influence policy and states’ behavior for the better (Cole 2012a; Hathaway 2007; 

Wotipka and Tsutsui 2008). However, it remains unclear how states adhere to such treaties when 

observing them comes at a high cost. Unforutnetly, this is the situation in places where they are 

needed most—conflict areas. It also stresses the question of whether we can actually count these 

treaties in the context of armed conflict involving an adversary that abuses these laws. The 

weight of this dilemma amplifies given that most conflicts today involve violent non-state actors 

(Bongard and Somer 2011). Combating non-state actors that do not adhere to humanitarian 

treaties and constantly abuse them provides the non-state actors some advantage that can 

translate to local success. In a situation in which adherence to the treaty may end in a high cost 

for the state (e.g. civilian casualties, damage to vital infrastructures, damage to essential services) 

it is unclear whether the state will favor observing the treaty over violating it. Although we 

regularly assess treaties’ success in terms of observation or violation, this paper suggests a 

different perspective: focusing on treaty management. I assert that when the cost is high and the 

threat is immediate, states will violate the law. Nonetheless, this violation won’t nullify the 

treaty.
10

 Instead, states will try to manage this violation, making it as limited as possible.  

                                                           
10

 It is important to differentiate nullification and violation in relations to a treaty. Nullification meaning the treaty is 

void while violation means it is still active but that has been a transgration in regards to obligations.  
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To explain this dynamic I examine the Israeli target selection during the 2014 Gaza War as an 

instrumental case study (Stake 1995). The 2014 Gaza War illustrates the limiting conditions on 

the state’s ability to exercise violence and the state’s management of these limitations. The 

conflict areas conditions of violent non-state actor that exploits humanitarian law along with a 

complex urban setting, saturated with non-combatants challenged the state’s ability to operate. I 

use descriptive statistics of a Geospatial analysis to examine the Israeli management of its 

humanitarian treaties during the conflict. I compare and contrast the ratio of missile hits in 

predetermined radiuses around sensitive facilities, ranking the safest across models and 

measures. Though all facilities examined are considered sensitive for normative reasons (e.g., 

schools, universities, health facilities, and mosques) only hospitals and UNRWA (United Nations 

Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East) schools are protected by 

humanitarian treaty signed by Israel. During the conflict the two were used by the non-state 

actors as firing positions and command headquarters, consequently suffering missile hits. I 

would expect that in spite of these incidents, comparing to other sensitive locations, hospitals and 

UNRWA schools—my treatment group—would be safer. 

Understanding this dynamic is important first for policy reasons. Recognizing what helps to 

reduce human rights violations or casualties caused by armed conflict is imperative and can be 

incorporated in the policy decision making process. Second, it offers a more nuanced outlook of 

the literature on the efficacy of international treaties. By juxtaposing a state’s actions with its 

obligation when it faces a high-cost scenario, the paper highlights the actual impact of the treaty 

on a state’s behavior, showing that treaties still have some ameliorative effect even when they 

are broken.  
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THE HUMAN RIGHTS REGIME AND ITS VIOLATORS  

A growing body of research has focused attention on the role of human rights and humanitarian 

treaties in influencing policy and states’ behavior. This is part of the increasing role of the human 

righst regime—a United Nation cooperated effort to codify human rights in a universally 

recognized regime of treaties, institutions, and norms. Several studies have placed emphasis on 

the ratification of international human rights treaties, identifying it as an indication of the human 

rights regime’s success (Cole 2005; Wotipka and Tsutsui 2008; Zhou 2014). Still, widespread 

optimism concerning the sustainability of human rights treaties quickly came under fire when 

academics challenged the efficacy of the human rights regime. A study conducted by Keith 

(1999) have suggested that becoming a party to international treaty has no observable impact on 

a state’s actual behavior. Looking at 178 countries over an eighteen-year period (1976-1993) and 

across four distinct measures of state human rights behavior, Keith demonstrated there were no 

significant differences between the behaviors of party and non-party states. 

The disheartening findings on the lack of differences between governed and non-governed 

parties in their adherence to human rights laws invited a more meticulous study that highlighted 

mixed results and a more complex outlook on the issue. Neumayer (2005), and later Hafner-

Burton and Tsutsui (2007) showed that though repressive states ratify human rights treaties at 

least as frequently as non-repressive ones, treaties do have a positive effect in democratic states 

and in those with a strong civil society. In one attempt to illuminate the reasoning behind 

countries’ commitment to human rights treaties Hathaway (2007) integrated ratification and 

impact. Hathaway argues that the effect of a treaty on a state is largely determined by the 

domestic enforcement of the treaty and the treaty's collateral consequences. Accordingly, 

democratic states with poor human rights records but with strong domestic enforcement 
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institutions would be less likely to sign than would be states governed by a dictatorship with a 

poor human rights record but with weak domestic enforcement institutions.  

Understanding the nuances of treaty signing and subsequent enforcement has proven to be key in 

advancing our knowledge on the impact of treaties on human rights. Cole (2012a) identified that 

optional provisions allowing states and individuals to complain about human rights abuses are 

associated with improved practices. Treaty enforcement turns out to be an important factor as 

well. Cole and Ramirez (2013) show that after states were found to have violated their human 

rights treaty obligations, there was an improvement in some rights and freedoms.  

Finally, when focusing on different types of treaties and human rights the advantages and 

shortcoming of each was highlighted. In his examination of the effect on post-violation 

enforcement, Cole (2012b) discovered that basic civil rights and religious freedom improved but 

that physical integrity violations were not affected. Lupu (2013) showed that commitments to the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) have significantly improved 

governments' respect for some freedoms (e.g., freedoms of speech, association, assembly, and 

religion) yet shown no improvement on others, such as personal integrity rights.   

How much does it cost? 

The actual or potential cost has often been one of the chief mechanisms explaining whether or 

not states sign, ratify, observe, and enforce human rights treaties. The question of cost was 

pronounced by Cole (2005) and Wotika and Tsutsui (2008) that identified the signing of 

international human rights treaties as relinquishing sovereignty, indicating for a cost the state has 

to pay when it signs the treaty. Others try to explain why states decide to do so despite potential 
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cost for their sovereignty (Cole 2009; Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005; Lupu 2015; Vreeland 

2008) ). 

Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui (2005) explained why state sign treaties in spite of the potenail cost 

by underscoring the paradox of empty promises. They argue that governments often ratify human 

rights treaties that they not intend to observe as a matter of “window dressing” rather as a real 

commitment. This trend was more pronounced among repressive governments that are less 

constrained by domestic forces and that enjoy the ability to radically decouple policy from 

practice. The low cost of ratifying the treaty and the potential gain of an embrace of the 

international community is the driving logic. Focusing on torture and CAT, Vreeland (2008) 

elaborated on this point. He explained that dictatorships that allow political parties are pressured 

by them on the issue of torture and see the signing of CAT as a small concession. The potential 

cost associated with a given treaty was at the center of Cole’s (2009) examination of the state’s 

commitment to treaties. Cole showed that comparable treaty implementation mechanisms, rather 

than their substantive content, were associated with patterns of membership. Another strong 

enforcer of human rights treaties is the national legislature. According to Lupu (2015), higher 

numbers of legislative veto players increase the cost of repression and result in greater adherence 

to treaties. 

In the context of armed conflict the cost manifests in civilian casualties, damage to vital 

infrastructures, and damage to essential services. In their extreme form those can precipitate 

regime change, an economic recession, or in some instances the breakdown of the state.  Those 

consider as high-cost to the state involved. Constantly we can assume that when facing a 

situation where observing the treaty may result in that kind of high-cost states would be reluctant 

observing their commitments.  
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A close examination of contemporary armed conflict and the type of costs involved underline the 

prevalence and chief part of violent non-state actors (VNSA) in the process. VNSAs, such as 

terrorist organizations, insurgences, guerilla groups, or criminal organizations are involved in 

most armed conflicts today. A quick review of ongoing conflicts demonstrates that VNSAs are 

the principal adversary in over 95% of them. Some of these organizations hold and manage a 

territory, acting de facto as a state (e.g., Hamas, Islamic State, Boko Haram, Al Shabab, 

Hezbollah and others). Yet unlike states, international law and treaties provide only a few 

mechanisms to ensure that they comply with humanitarian norms applicable to them. 

International human rights treaties impose obligations, and therefore potential costs, on states yet 

are not effective in dealing with VNSAs.  

In spite of this dilemma and problematic situation, the scholarship on these issues is 

underdeveloped (Malanczuk 2000; Ronen 2013). The legal basis for underpinning international 

humanitarian law treaties to non-state armed groups has been recognized (Murray 2015), 

however, the international systems’ ability to enforce it or convince VNSA’s compliance 

remains toothless and ineffective. The main hurdle in compelling VNSAs to abide to 

international treaties is that they are not a party to the agreement. Thought it was possible to 

include these organizations as a party to the treaty, the international community fears that this act 

would offer a form of legitimacy to rouge actors (Clapham 2015). Consequently, VNSAs remain 

occupying the dead spot of the human rights treaty, creating an odd and complex situation for 

those who deal with them. 

VNSAs exploit the international community’s helplessness, using states’ obligations as 

protective shields against states’ violence. This abuse of international law is pronounced mostly 

around the issue of human shields. Operating within the civilian population and relying on it for 
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logistics and intelligence we can expect VNSAs would show a level of assimilation within the 

local population. Nonetheless, the cynical use of sensitive locations that enjoy special treatment 

by international treaties, such as schools, hospitals, or religious houses, as barracks or fire 

positions is a conscious abuse of international law. This strategy has been recurring by multiple 

VNSAs in various conflict areas and has been proved very effective.  

Torn between cost and treaty 

Facing that kind of abuse and challenge, the rivals of VNSAs may be tempted to violate the 

treaties they are signed on. The states, constrained by international treaties, are caught in a 

deadly dilemma. Should they attack the armed groups barracks, missile silos, and fire positions 

that located in sensitive locations, while knowing it is a violation of international law, or would 

they allow it and suffer the cost of armed violence used against their civilians? Yes, states 

regularly face situations that tempt them to break their obligations; the main difference here is 

the fact that conflict situations that involved VNSAs are poorly regulated and main end in 

immediate high-cost.  

For chronic violators that do by treaties as “window dressing” (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005) 

the answer is simple. Without effective enforcement from the international community or local 

legal system along with the ability to decouple policy of action, the cost of attacking the VNSAs 

is lower than that of keeping the treaty. However, for democracies, which are the most likely 

type of states to bind to international treaties (Neumayer 2005), the answer is less intuitive. I 

suggest that in this case states would prefer treaty management approach. This means that when 

the immediate cost of honoring the treaties is high, democracies will violate the treaty. 

Nevertheless, the treaty will still influence the state’s decision making and would not be nulled 
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entirely. Alternatively, a non-immediate high-cost, even if potentially grave, will not invite a 

violation.  

War in Gaza, Hamas, and violation of humanitarian law  

To examine the hypothesis that when facing immediate high-cost situation in the context of 

armed conflict, state would rather manage their treaty rather fully observing it, I look at the 2014 

Gaza War between Israel and Hamas as an instrumental case study. I will begin by providing 

context to the case study, describing the VNSA involved, the cost, its origin and the scope and 

sphere of influence of the relevant international humanitarian treaties.  

Hamas assumed full control over the Gaza Strip after its triumph in the Palestinian Civil-War 

2006-2007 (Schanzer 2008). Designated as a terrorist group by Israel, Egypt, and the U.S., the 

Palestinians’ immediate and most influential partners, and facing antagonistic relations with the 

Palestinian leadership in the West Bank, the Gaza Strip under Hamas became an insulated island. 

This isolation was exacerbated by the Israeli and U.S. sanctions against the Hamas government, 

the fighting cycles of Hamas and Israel, and finally by the Israeli and Egyptian blockade of the 

Gaza Strip. Hamas’ situation turned dire. Deprived of most of its resources and legitimacy, 

Hamas utilized one of its few leverages—its ability to produce instability via terror. It was a 

simple and effective tactic of propagating terror, mostly by bombarding rockets on Israeli cities 

and then pricing the conditions for peace with economic or political concessions. It was a risky 

tactic, which often cost Hamas and the people in Gaza in human life and damaged infrastructure, 

yet somehow was able to yield some of the concessions the besieged organization anticipated.    

In the summer of 2014 a series of events quickly rolled into a wide Israeli military operation in 

the West Bank. Israeli security forces cracked down on Hamas’s infrastructures and members, 
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arresting all of its legislative members and many of the organization’s activists and supporters. 

Hamas retaliation came from the Gaza Strip with rocket barrages to southern Israel.  As one 

event purses the other the conflict rapidly took the form of daily exchanges of rocket and missile 

fire between Hamas and Israel. Unlike former cycles of violence, in this one both rivals did not 

succeed in bringing the fighting into a halt quickly. Unsuccessful in its attacks and suffering 

severe blows both in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, Hamas escalated the conflict in the hope 

not to end it on a bad note and to gain some concessions. On the other side, Israel’s inability to 

either bring Hamas to the negotiation table or to suppress the rockets with counter fire drove it 

into a ground assault. This incursion’s goal was twofold: to pressure Hamas to agree to a 

ceasefire and to demolish its attack-tunnels infrastructure, which had been used to cross the 

border and to launch ground attacks on the Israeli rear. In spite of the ground invasion, Hamas 

stood firm and the fighting persisted. Eventually, after demolishing 32 attack-tunnels, the Israeli 

forces withdrew, signaling the time for negotiations. After seven weeks and one day, a ceasefire 

was reached through Egyptian moderation.  

In its attempt to deter Hamas from future aggression Israel decided on the execution of what is 

referred to as the Dahieh Doctrine. This doctrine, first implemented in the 2006 Lebanon War 

against the Hezbollah headquarters in the Dahieh quarter in Beirut, has been characterized with 

the application of “unproportioned aerial and artillery firepower” (Reut Institute 2009; Siboni 

2008), with a goal of leaving behind a demolished terrain as deterrence. In the 2014 conflict, it 

resulted in 2,310 Gazan killed (Maan 2015), the displacement of about 30% of the population 

(OCHA 2014), and the demolition of many houses. In the town of Beit Hanoun alone about 70% 

of the buildings were uninhabitable and in Gaza city about 25% of the houses have been 
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damaged (OCHA 2014). The estimated cost of reconstruction stood at over four billion dollars, 

more than a third of the entire Palestinian economy (Ashkenas 2014).  

The conflict highlighted Hamas’ constant abuses of international law. Known for their unique 

status hospitals, schools, religious houses, and UNRWA facilities became not only safe haven for 

people escaping war, but also a sort of a shield for Hamas operatives, arms, and military 

infrastructure against Israeli attacks. During the conflict, and right after, multiple reports and 

photos of news outlets and the IDF spokesman stressed Hamas insurgents’ practice of launching 

missiles in the vicinity of these kind of sensitive installations (Taylor 2014). The logic behind 

this strategy was to deter Israel from intercepting Hamas operatives both by using the civilians in 

these facilities as human shields and by exploited the protection these buildings are afforded by 

international law. The Gaza Strip main hospitals, such as Al Shifa, turned into “a de facto 

headquarters for Hamas leaders” (Booth 2014). Furthermore, on three separate instances 

UNRWA staff discovered rocket catches hidden by Hamas in its facilities.
11

  

Facing an immediate high-cost in the form of risk of civilian casualties of Hamas missile 

operators, the Israeli dilemma was resolved in violation of international treaties. It bombarded 

UNRWA schools and hospitals. Seven times UNRWA facilities harboring refugees were hit by 

the IDF shells, causing 56 deaths and hundreds of injuries. Most of the hits were not direct but 

collateral damage when IDF forces pursued Hamas insurgents operating adjacent to the facilities 

(Jalabi 2014). Of the list of human rights and humanitarian treaties Israel is obligated only to a 

few. Among them are the 1946 Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the UN and the 

III Geneva Convention. The former guarantees, in particular Article 3 of the Convention, that 

                                                           
11

 It is important to mention that though some of the infrastructure was regularly used by Hamas militants as 

barracks, missile silos, or headquarters, as long as there was not an immediate threat in the period before the war 

Israel did not target them. 
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"the premises of the United Nations shall be inviolable." This includes UNRWA schools. The 

latter ensures the protection of people displaying the emblems of medical religious personnel at 

times of war, identifying them as performing a humanitarian service. This includes hospitals 

where these medical personnel operate. Henceforth, UNRWA schools and hospitals would be 

referred to as the treatment group. Other sensitive facilities (e.g. schools, universities, religious 

houses, and health clinics) are covered by the other protocols of the Geneva conventions and the 

Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, on both Israel is not a party and therefore not 

legally obligated to protect. Henceforth, these other facilities would be referred to as the control 

group.  

Violation of the two international treaties substantiates the first part of my premise that when 

facing immediate high-cost a democratic state would disregard its treaty obligations. To see if 

the second part is correct a more thorough examination is required. Building of my argument I 

would assume that in spite of the fact that the treatment group’s facilities have been hit several 

times, in comparison to the control groups, the treatment group and their immediate surroundings 

were safer and drew less fire. 

Due to Israel’s treaty commitments, hospitals and UNRWA facilities (treatment group) and 

personnel enjoy a special status, legal and political. Both locations are highlighted on the IDF’s 

tactical maps. Moreover, lines of communications are open between the Red Crescent and 

UNRWA and the Israeli Coordinator of Government Activities in the Territories (COGAT), 

allowing the coordination and exchange of information among parties if necessary, 

communicating concerns and demands to forces on the ground. Any damage to Red Crescent and 

UNRWAs infrastructure and workers or a violation of their status by any combatant entails with 

vast political pressure (Burke 2014a; Burke 2014b; Lazaroff 2014; Raghavan 2014), and 
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considered as a severe blow in the fight of the global public opinion. Knowing that, I assume 

Israeli forces would try to minimize the risk of hitting intentionally or inadvertently these 

facilities, making these locations safer than others. This would be translated into the process of 

target selection, trying to refrain from hitting UNRWA’s facilities or their close surroundings.   

DATA AND METHOD  

To investigate the level by which states adhere to human rights treaties during high-stakes 

conflict, I use data from the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) 

publication, data in this case is The Gaza Crisis Atlas (Saidane 2014), a report issued after the 

2014 Gaza conflict with the purpose to allow a better planning of the reconstruction effort. The 

atlas illustrates every building, road or strip of land damaged during the conflict. The data come 

in geospatial form and mark all damage to infrastructure by location and severity, furthermore, it 

identifies sensitive infrastructure such as hospitals, UNRWA schools, universities, mosques, 

health clinics and others.  

To carry out the following analysis, I converted the raw data given by UNITAR to GIS format, 

computed interactions between hits and infrastructures, using the buffer and join options, and 

exported the new data to Excel format. The focus of analysis is the hits (N=22,745), 

operationalized as a representation of the Israeli armed forces’ decision making. The maps used 

for the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis are topographic global map and 

international borders map. After creating the basic map I uploaded the raw data of hits, UNRWA 

facilities, hospitals, health clinics, public schools, government facilities, universities and 

colleges, and mosques as points on the map. Using ArcGIS (ESRI 2010) I created buffer 

polygons around all facilities in the treatment and control groups of 100 and 200 meter radius 
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and later joined the hits with each buffer, computing the count of hits in the radius of each 

infrastructure (Figure 3 panels A and B). This data were exported to Excel. To address 

robustness I conducted an additional computing, this one with merging same type of 

infrastructures’ tangent buffers, decreasing the sample and avoiding repeating hit counts (Figure 

3 panels C and D).  The rationale of creating a Merged and non-Merged categories is due to the 

fact that some of the facilities examined are clustered and can be identified by the Israeli forces 

as one complex. Furthermore, when examining hits within the radiuses around the facilities, 

proximity can inflate the number of hits and result in skewing the outcomes. 

 

Figure 3: Sample of the Distribution of Hit and Their Radiuses for Merged and Non-Merged 

of UNRWA facilities. 
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Based on the hit variable and the number of facilities by type I developed two complementing 

measures to assess the average strike count of hits, operationalizing the state’s agency for the 

analysis. The first is the percentages of infrastructures that suffered hits in the radius assigned (ix) 

out of the sum of all existing infrastructures from the same type (N1). Henceforth, I refer to this 

variable as %-hit. This measure provides the proportions of facilities that suffered from attacks in 

their vicinity. For instance, 6 hospitals out of 12 experienced hits within their assigned radius 

would be described as 50% %-hits. The formula for this measure is: 

Y =  (ix/Ix) * 100 

The second is the percentages of hits in the radius assigned (n1) out of the sum of all existing 

infrastructures from the same type (Ix). This measure accounts for the differences between a few 

hits in a radius to multiple ones. For instance, the 12 hospitals experienced 24 hits within their 

assigned radius would be described as 200% %-intensity. Henceforth, I refer to this variable as 

%-intensity. This measure provides the proportions of hits in the vicinity of the infrastructure. 

The formula for this measure is: 

Y =  (n1/Ix) * 100 

Since the data represent the entire population, the analysis is descriptive. The analysis ranks the 

percentages of the average count of hits in a radius 100 and 200 meters around the treatment and 

control group facilities in the Gaza Strip. I use the location of actual hits as a proxy for target 

selection because the data does not cover the IDF decision making process. My assumption here 

is that the IDF decision making would be largely guided by the state of Israel legal obligations 

regarding international humanitarian and human rights treaties. The influence would be 
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examined on the treatment group via the ranking of the measures %hit, %intensity, in 

comparison to the control group.  

I hypothesize that treatment group would have a better ranking (lower) on both the indicators of 

%-hits and %-intensity across all models (100 and 200 meter radiuses, and Merged non-Merged) 

in proportions in comparison to the control group at the Gaza Strip during the 2014 Gaza War.  

Analysis is conducted in four stages. First, I introduce the number of hits per infrastructure for 

the 100 and 200 radiuses for non-Merged and Merged sum of facilities. Second, I show the %-

hit, %-intensity measures for the 100 and 200 radiuses for the non-Merged sum of facilities. 

Thirdly, I present the %-hit, %-intensity measures for the 100 and 200 radiuses for the Merged 

sum of facilities. And finally, I rank all results across models and compare them.  

The measures are examined on two different radiuses—100 and 200 meters. The radiuses size 

draws on the IDF’s minimum safety range for close fire support in Urban Warfare. This 

minimum safety range for close fire support was decided to avoid cases of friendly fire. Up to the 

Second Lebanon War in 2006, the IDF’s regulations for close fire support were very restricted 

and stood at 1000 meters radius for air and artillery support (Tal 2008). The dynamics of the 

2006 war challenged those conventions and reduced the close range support up to 50 meters of 

friendly forces on the ground in some case, depends on the type of armament (Tal 2008). This 

dramatic cut down in safety range was possible mostly due to the proliferation of precision 

guided munitions, such as laser guided missiles and GPS guided bombs and shells (Gillespie 

2006). The shift for accuracy has reduced the need for wide damage radiuses, especially with the 

increasing legal and political cost of collateral damage. For example, for its targeted killings of 

terrorist in vehicles, the IDF replaced its Hellfire anti-tank missile with a more accurate missile 
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with a reduced warhead to avoid collateral damage (Levi 2012). The transition to accurate 

weaponry allows us to assume that at least most of the hits were intentional and in accordance 

with a target selection process. Consequently, setting the radius to 100 meters as a reference 

point is appropriate for two reasons. First, it is double of the minimum safety range mentioned of 

the IDF to provide close range support to its own people. Second, it takes into account the setting 

and intensity of conflict. The Gaza Strip is 360 KM
2
 in total, 40 miles long and 8 miles wide on 

average. Consequently, examining a one kilometer or even half a kilometer radius would be 

insensible, and would not represent reality in the ground. Finally, adding the 200 radius 

contributes the analysis’ robustness, taking into account the ratio on extended buffer.  

Variables 

The treatment group comprises of two variables: UNRWA schools and hospitals—both Israel is 

obligated by international treaties to protect. The first dependent variable is UNRWA’s schools, 

accounting for 130 schools across the Gaza Strip. Out of the 130 schools 45 experienced hits 

within the radius of 100 meters, and 112 in the 200 meter radius. Merging tangent radiuses 

reduce the number of facilities to 71. The number of UNRWA facilities’ hits stands at 37 for the 

100 radius and 40 for the 200 radius (Table 6). 

The second dependent variable, hospitals, accounts for all 12 hospitals in the Gaza Strip. Here, 

within the 100 meter radius 4 experienced close hits, and 9 in the 200 meters radius. Merging 

reduces the number of hospitals to 11. This change does not affect the 100 meters radius of 4 

counts, yet the count of hits at the 200 radius is reduced to 8. 

The independent variable is the count of hits with a total of 22,745. These hits represent either a 

bomb crater, or a demolish infrastructure. The number of hits in the model are 2,384 for the 100 
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radius and 3,447 for the 200 meter model. The hits not included in the analysis represent hits 

outside of the assigned radiuses. It does not account for small arms operated by soldiers on the 

ground. For the analysis this variable represents the Israeli decision making regarding the 

appliance of force—where to hit and how many times. 

 N Number of 

Facilities 

hit 100R 

Number of 

Facilities 

hit 200R 

N Merged Number of 

Facilities 

hit 100R 

Number of 

Facilities 

hit 200R 

Treatment Group       

UNRWA Schools 130 45 112 71 37 40 

Hospitals 12 4 9 11 4 8 

Control Group       

MOH Facilities 45 20 37 45 20 37 

Health Facilities 121 65 105 114 62 64 

Mosques 385 268 332 361 195 187 

Public and Private Schools  505 264 538 183 95 93 

University and Colleges 35 13 26 30 10 19 

       

 

Table 6: Number of facilities, Merged and non- Merged, and the number of facilities 

suffered a hit in the 100 and 200 radiuses for the dependent and control variables. 

 

The control group is comprises out of the Palestinian Ministry of Health (MOH), health facilities, 

mosques, public and private schools, and universities and colleges. All facilities considered as 

sensitive for normative reasons and most are protected by international treaties that Israel is not 

signed on.    

MOH facilities are the Palestinian Ministry of Health offices and infrastructure. The number of 

facilities stands at 45 where 20 were hit at the 100 radius and 37 in the 200 meters. Since the 

MOH offices are scattered across the Gaza Strip the merging did not change the count of MOH 

facilities and stay at the same rates across both radiuses.  
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Health facilities represent health clinics that are run by the Ministry of Health, NGOs, and 

private management. The total number of health facilities stands at 121, with 65 out of the them 

have experienced hits within the radius of 100 meters and 205 at the 200 meter radius. Merging 

reduces the total number of facilities to 114 with 62 of them hit at the 100 radius and 64 at the 

200.  

The Mosques variable accounts for all 385 mosques in the Gaza Strip. 268 of them experienced 

hits within a radius of 100 meters and 332 in the 200 meters radius. Merging reduces the total 

number of Mosques to 361 with 195 hits within the 100 radius and 187 at the 200 meter radius. 

The Public and Private schools variable stand for the non-UNRWA school system. The total 

number of non-UNRWA schools is 647, with 268 of them suffering hits within the 100 radius 

and 538 in the 200 meters. Merging reduces the number to 183 with 95 hits in the 100 radius and 

93 at the 200 radius. The drastic drop in numbers is due to the schools’ proximity to one another, 

but also to the fact that most schools operate on a double-shift basis. “Years of underfunding 

have left the education system in Gaza overstretched, with 94 per cent of schools operating on a 

double-shift basis, hosting one 'school' of students in the morning and a different group in the 

afternoon” (UNRWA 2015).  

The University and Colleges variable accounts for 35 universities and colleges across the Gaza 

Strip. The number of those within the 100 meters radius is 13 and 26 at the 200 radius. Merging 

reduces the numbers to 30, with 10 and 19 at the 100 and 200 radiuses respectively.   

ANALYSIS 

The analysis explores the correlation between percentages of hits and their intensity in the 

vicinity of hospitals and UNRWA’s facilities—the treatment group—and other sensitive 
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facilities that are generally protected by the international law yet Israel is not obligated to 

observe—the control group. This correlation is compared and ranked in hierarchical order where 

the lowest is the one least likely to be hit and the highest is the one with higher chances to be hit.  

Table 7 examines this at the non-Merged population, looking at the %hit and %intensity 

measures in the 100 and 200 radiuses. Panel I shows that the number of UNRWA schools that 

experienced a hit within the 100 buffer is 45, representing 35% of the total number of UNRWA 

schools. The number of hits the 45 UNRWA facilities within the 100 radius experienced was 

197, or a 151% ratio of intensity. This ranks UNRWA for %hit as the second lowest, second only 

to hospitals with 33%—meaning according to this measure the treatment group is safer than the 

control group. For the %intensity measure hospitals are ranked the lowest with UNRWA schools 

ranked as third—meaning that according to this measure the treatment group schools are safer 

than most variables in the control group. 

  Panel I Panel II 

 Sum  Radius  

100 

Hit Count 

for 100R 

%-hit %-intensity Radius 

200 

Hit Count 

for 200R 

%-hit %-intensity 

Treatment Group          

UNRWA Schools 130 45 197 35% 151% 112 1041 86% 801% 

Hospitals 12 4 9 33% 75% 9 100 75% 833$ 

Control Group          

Health Facilities 121 65 302 54% 249% 105 364 86% 301% 

MOH Facilities 45 20 100 44% 222% 37 1333 82% 2962% 

Mosques 385 268 1300 70% 338% 332 4847 86% 1259% 

Public and Private 

Schools 

505 264 967 52% 191% 538 4816 106% 954 % 

University and Colleges 35 13 38 37% 108% 26 152 74% 434% 

          

 

Table 7: Proportions of %hits and %intensity at 100R and 200R, non-Merged. 
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Panel 2 shows that the number of hospitals that experienced a hit within the 200 radius is 9, 

representing 75% of the total number of hospitals. The number of hits the 9 hospitals within 200 

radius experienced was 100, standing for an 833% ratio of intensity. For the UNRWA schools 

112 (86%) where hit in the 200 radius. This 200 radius experienced 1,041 hits, standing for an 

801% ratio of intensity. Those measures rank hospitals as second right after universities and 

colleges for %-hit and UNRWA schools as the fourth lowest, adjacent to Mosques and MOH 

with 86% and 87% respectively. For the %intensity measure UNRWA schools ranked as third 

and hospitals as fourth. 

The second analysis (Table 8) compares the types of facilities in the Merged population, looking 

at the %-hit and %-intensity measures in the 100 and 200 radiuses. Panel I shows that 4 of the 11 

hospitals were hit (36%) and the number of hits in those 100 radiuses was 165 with 232% ratio 

of intensity.  It also underscores that 37 out of 71 Merged of UNRWA schools been hit within 

the radius of 100 meters, representing 52% of the total UNRWA school Merged. The hit count in 

these Merged for the 100 meters radius stands at 165, showing a 232% ratio of intensity, where 

every Merged out of the 37 been hit in average 2.3 times. These measures rank hospitals second 

and UNRWA school in the fourth, tied with Public and Private Schools, for the %hit measure at 

the 100 meters radius. At the %intensity measure hospitals ranked as first and UNRWA schools 

ranked as forth.  

   Panel I   Panel II  

 Sum 

Clust 

Radius  

100 

Hit Count 

for 100R 

%-hit %-intensity Radius 

200 

Hit Count 

for 200R 

%-hit %-intensity 

Treatment Group          

UNRWA Schools 71 37 165 52% 232% 40 319 56% 449% 

Hospitals 11 4 9 36% 82% 8 43 73% 391% 

Control Group          

Health Facilities 114 62 300 54% 263% 64 488 56% 428% 

Mosques 361 195 1287 54% 356% 153 1525 52% 422% 

Table 8: continued next page 
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Public and Private 

Schools 

183 95 486 52% 265% 93 733 51% 400% 

University and 

Colleges 

30 10 37 33% 123% 19 139 63% 463% 

MOH Facilities 45 19 100 44% 222% 34 200 82% 444% 

 

Table 8: Proportions of %-hits and %-intensity at 100R and 200R, Merged. 

 

Panel II presents the counts and measures for the 200 meters radius for the Merged sum of 

facilities. The number of hospitals’ Merged hits is 8 out of 11 (82%) with 43 hits within the 

Merged 200 meter radius, showing a 391% ratio of intensity. UNRWA school’s Merged hits 

stands here at 40 out of 71, calculating as 56% of the total UNRWA school Merged. The number 

of hits within the Merged group at the 200 meter radius stands at 319, indicating a 449% ratio of 

intensity. The measures are ranking hospitals first and UNRWA school third (tied for the 

fourth—Health Facilities) on %-hit. The rank for the %-intensity stands at the first for hospitals 

and sixth for UNRWA schools.  

Non- Merged 

Variables 100R 

%-hit 

100R 

%-intensity 

200R 

%-hit 

200R 

%-intensity 

100R 

Average 

200R 

Average 

Total 

Average 

*Hospitals 1 1 2 4 1 3 2 
Univ  & Col  3 2 1 2 2.5 1.5 2 
*UNRWA  2 3 4 3 2.5 3.5 3.25 
Health F  6 6 6 1 6 3.5 4.75 
MOH  4 5 3 7 4.5 5 4.75 
P/P Schools 5 4 7 5 4.5 5.5 5.25 
Mosques 7 7 4 6 7 5 6 

Merged 

 100R 

%-hit 

100R 

%-intensity 

200R 

%-hit 

200R 

%-intensity 

100R 200R Total 

Average 

*Hospitals 2 1 6 1 1.5 3.5 2.5 
P/P Schools 4 6 1 2 5 1.5 3.25 
Univ  & Col 1 2 5 7 1.5 6 3.75 
*UNRWA  4 4 3 6 4 4.5 4.25 
Mosques  6 7 1 3 6.5 2 4.25 

Table 9: continued next page 
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Health F 6 5 3 4 5.5 3.5 4.5 
MOH  3 3 7 5 3 6 4.5 

*= treatment group 

 

Table 9: Ranking of Facilities for %-hit and %-intensity, Merged Non- Merged and 100R 

and 200R. 

 

Examining the treatment group’s ranking throughout the two measurements, two radiuses and 

two models reveals that for the non-Merged analysis the treatment group in most instances ranks 

better than the control group. The total ranking average places universities first, hospitals second 

and UNRWA schools third. The 100 radius ranking places UNRWA schools second, right after 

hospitals. The 200 radius results rank hospitals second and UNRWA schools third, tied with the 

health facilities. The Merged model places hospitals and UNRWA school in the total average as 

first and fourth respectively. The 100 radius measures place hospital first and UNRWA school 

fourth, while at the 200 radius it is third and fifth respectably.  

Examining both models show that the 100 meters radiuses treatment group results identified as 

safer area than the 200 meters radiuses. Also, while hospitals’ ranking stays stable at the top of 

both models, UNRWA schools ranking fluctuates from one of the safest places in the group of 

variables in the non-Merged model to the middle of the group in the Merged model.  

CONCLUSION  

This study explored the ways that state governments adhere to human rights treaties during high-

stakes conflict when the enforcement of such treaties is critical. Previous work on the 

relationship between governments and global protection laws has evaluated adherence under a 
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binary system, suggesting that states may either fully oblige to such agreements or completely 

violate them. I argue that the implementation of human rights treaties often occurs under high 

levels of duress during which state actors often come up against non-state actors ungoverned by 

international protection laws. Adhering to human rights treaties thus occurs in contexts with high 

and uncertain costs to state actors that may employ decision-making processes that, in some 

ways, violate their commitment to human rights treaties but that also attempt to adhere to these 

treaties to a reasonable extent.  Employing geospatial analysis on the instrumental case study of 

the 2014 Gaza War and using UNITAR data, this analysis revealed that infrastructures protected 

under human rights treaties were some of the safest places in the Gaza Strip during the 2014 

Gaza Conflict. These findings suggest that Israel acted on a continuum of treaty management. 

The Israeli armed forces’ target selection on and around these facilities (treatment group) was 

restrictive in comparison to other infrastructure and even in comparison to what we would 

consider as sensitive infrastructure (control group). These results are true for the 100 meter 

radius examined and were consistent, though shifted slightly, in the control cases of 200 meter 

radius and the Merged population.  

The fact that hospitals and UNRWA schools are considered as sensitive locations cannot explain 

these results. Other sensitive locations and facilities did not experience the same level of relative 

protection. Hospitals and UNRWA schools were safer because of the Israeli legal obligation for 

protecting these facilities. There immunity was not absolute as Israel violated these treaties. The 

data show that hospitals and UNRWA schools were hit by Israeli armament. Moreover, of these 

violations resulted in the devastating loss of at least 56 civilians (Jalabi 2014). Nonetheless, 

Israeli general restrained was pronounced enough not merely for analytic measurement, but for 

the general Palestinian population in the Gaza Strip to prefer hospitals and UNRWA schools as 
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sanctuaries protected from the fighting. UNRWA schools became a safe haven for refugees, 

treating over 90,000 people and providing them with food, medicine, and shelter. This pattern of 

results brings up three general themes for discussion: the management of humanitarian treaties, 

the measurement of the violating or observing human rights treaties, and the success of the 

human rights treaties.  

Facing a complex situation that is not well covered in international law, Israel preferred to 

manage its obligation rather observing them to the letter. In the line of its onuses, hospitals and 

UNRWA schools enjoyed a relative immunity of attacks. Yet, when the cost of following the 

treaty was high and had potential immediate high-cost consequences, the state resolved not to 

abide by its commitments on that particular case. Instead, the state decides to manage the treaty, 

following it up to the point where it estimated the results would be too costly. In this study Israel, 

a democratic state committed to humanitarian treaties, used to generalize on democratic states 

attending to this dilemma. As mentioned, the literature has been paying much attention to the 

regime type of the party to a treaty with democracies identified as more likely to abide to 

international human rights treaties (Neumayer 2005). Therefore, it is unclear if we can expect the 

same results with non-democratic states. Further study is required to answer this question, 

focusing on non-democratic state’s attitudes towards high cost scenarios.  

This management approach also indicates for a continuum of treaty observation. Though we tend 

to gauge humanitarian treaties’ success or failure in binary terms of violation or observation this 

study tells a more nuanced story. The legal language is clear; either a state violates or observes a 

treaty, regardless of the circumstances. Still, when the signed parties to an agreement are states—

the most powerful entities today in the world system that enjoy a great latitude and independence 

in their actions—we may want to consider looking beyond the legal definition. We do not want 
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to look beyond to encourage countries to break treaties but instead for better understanding of the 

world system and the actors that occupy it. A continuum approach may help describe were states 

do stand in regards to international norms and the human rights regime better than a flat black 

and white picture. For instance in a complicated armed conflict such as the war against ISIS in 

Syria and Iraq today, the continuum approach may differentiate the Russian, American, Syrian 

and other countries’ stance on international human rights law. Though generalizable, this paper 

examined one case study and further research is needed to see what can the continuum approach 

tell us about the international system we did not know before. Would it change the way we view 

nations and world leaders or would it ratify our current impression. 

Finally, though this paper demonstrates violations of international humanitarian treaties and 

blunt abuse of the protection they provide I argue it substantiates the success of the human rights 

regime. First, the soundness of Hamas militants’ rationale of abusing international law is 

grounded in its success. Hospitals and UNRWA schools had a level of immunity during the 

conflict, and that immunity was detected and exploited by Hamas. Second, even within the 

complicated and challenging setting of armed conflict, Israeli humanitarian obligations were 

maintained, even if not fully but to a detectable and distinct degree. The exception was when 

there was an immediate high-cost for Israel, namely when Hamas activists launched rockets right 

next to UNRWA schools or hospitals. This is an indication of the success of the human rights 

regime in altering states’ behavior even under the hardest conditions of conflict areas. 

So what do we do with this? The theoretical contribution of this paper may exceed humanitarian 

and human rights treaties and can be extended to treaty efficacy in the world polity context. 

Accounting for cost can help explain not only commitment to human rights treaties, but also 

environmental or trade treaties, clarifying why some are respected while others are not. The 
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policy implications of this paper are two. First, it goes beyond a binary approach of interpreting 

states’ behavior in the international system. One of the major challenges in the world of 

diplomacy is to interpret states’ actions. The paper shows a better calibrated assessment of states’ 

commitment to international treaties, clarifying the shades of gray of states’ actions by placing it 

on a continuum. Second, it demonstrates that the international community’s unattended 

challenges have the potential of undoing some of its accomplishments. Disregarding the status 

and obligations of violent non-state actors in the world system left them unchecked and as a 

disruptive force that challenges the integrity and sometimes even the validity of international 

treaties. An unattainable treaty damages the legitimacy of international agreements. This 

particular unattended challenge and others are needed to be answered for the sustainability of the 

international community’s achievements. 
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DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS  

The cardinal dilemma this research tackles is: can the human rights regime be relevant in the 

complicated situations of armed conflict, where not all situations and actors are regulated and the 

potential cost of observing international norms and treaties can be very high. The human rights 

regime has been one of the most ambitious agendas of the international community; an attempt 

to improve human conditions around the globe. It also invited objections of countries fearing the 

intrusion into their sovereignty, especially among those with a complex political situation that 

involved a level of armed conflict. The context of armed conflict, presents a unique challenge to 

states and consequently to the human rights regime due to its potential high and irreversible cost. 

An armed opposition or an insurgent group can cost in civilian casualties or in some cases a 

regime change or the collapse of a country into a failed state. With some significant successes 

and colossal failures the scope of this agenda’s success is still unclear. In this research I explored 

this thorny setting of armed conflict, with a focus on the human rights regime’s agents of 

changes—the NGO sector and social movements. The dissertation demonstrated that in spite of 

the complexities of the setting of operation these agents of change were able to promote the 

human rights regime’s agenda, lowering state repression.  

CHAPTERS’ SUMMARY  

The first part of the dissertation assumed a macro standpoint, looking at the correlation between 

the INGOs and human rights. Particularly, I introduced the association between the presence of 

members of the NGO sector and the improvement of state repression measures. Tackling the 

Third Party intervention literature I suggested INGOs as a complementary or alternative option 

for intervention. The chapter looked at the presence of INGOs offices in a given country in a 
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given year at a global sample since 1977 until 2003. The results of the analysis showed that the 

presence of INGOs secretaries is significantly associated with better human rights measures in 

and outside areas of conflict. Furthermore, accounting for temporality did not change the results, 

indicating for a causal association between the two. This was true for soft type of repression and 

marginally significant for hard type of repression. These finding suggest that there is room to 

include INGOs in the Third Party policy option and literature. 

After establishing an association between members of the global civil society and improved 

human rights conditions on the macro level the second and third chapters explore how these 

members of the global civil society can actually lower state repression in a particular setting. 

Each chapter examined a different agent—social movement on the second and IGO on the third 

chapter—in the Israeli-Palestinian setting. Moreover, each chapter underscored a different 

mechanism of influence—protest on the second chapter and international law protection in the 

third. 

The second chapter looked at an Israeli all-women peace movement’s, MachsomWatch, protest 

against the Palestinian movement restrictions around the West Bank ’s intervention improved 

Palestinians’ freedom of movement across Israeli roadblocks in the West Bank. The chapter 

studied the influence of MachsomWatch’s monitoring protest on the Israeli soldiers’ behavior in 

checkpoint missions. By conducting a textual qualitative analysis of the movements’ daily 

reports and juxtaposing it with interviews with 29 Israeli soldiers I demonstrated that the 

monitoring protest altered the soldiers’ behavior. By applying pressure on the soldiers, especially 

by complaining to supervisory elements, the protestors coerce the soldiers to ease the 

Palestinians movement restrictions.  
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The last chapter examined the Israeli decision-making regarding target selection during the 2014 

Gaza War, highlighting the relative immunity UNRWA facilities and hospitals experienced 

thanks to international obligations. The chapter examined the complexities of observing 

international treaties during armed conflict, especially when one involved violent non-state 

actors as adversaries that can easily generate situations with high cost and no-regulation. In the 

chapter I used UNITR humanitarian geodata to gauge the Israeli missile attacks across the Gaza 

Strip during the conflict. By comparing and contrasting the intensity and frequency of missile 

hits in fixed radiuses around sensitive facilities, I showed that locals protected by international 

law experience less missile hits. The chapter also shows that due to their protection by 

humanitarian international law, UN facilities, such as UNRWA schools, have the potential of 

lowering state repression by their presence alone. This pattern of results brings up three general 

themes for discussion. 

OUTCOMES, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH  

The success of the Human Rights Regime. This research shows that the human rights regime 

has a mitigating effect on state repression during armed conflict. As an ambitious project 

attracting much critique and constantly faced substantial challenges the human rights regime’ 

success within the harsh setting of armed conflict is not intuitive or ordinary. Multiple studies 

indicated the weakness and limited scope of the human rights regime (Cole 2005; Hefner-Burton 

and Tsutsui 2007; Hefner-Burton, Tsutsui , and Meyer 2008; Keith 1999; Neumayer 2005). This 

weakness and limited reach raised substantial concerns about the ability of the human rights 

regime to be relevant and influential in a setting regularly encompass high-cost for the states 

involved. Nonetheless, in this research I demonstrated that via the human rights regime’s agents 

of change and international treaties human rights can be improved in conflict areas. The presence 
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of INGO associated positively with improvement in human rights measures during armed 

conflict, social movement and international humanitarian treaties altering Israel’s repressive 

behavior. Regardless, it is important to stipulate that this is not a “silver bullet” that abolishes all 

state repression in general and particularly during armed conflict. By nature, armed conflicts are 

complex and unpredictable. Moreover, they entail potential high-cost for the belligerents, which 

makes it more likely for participates to try to get an advantage over their rivals. Consequently, 

expecting NGOs or international treaties to eradicate violence in conflict areas is unrealistic. As 

presented in this work the human rights regime’s agents can mitigate and improve human rights 

conditions, sometimes only temporarily and locally, but not to eliminate it. The research 

indicated that UNRWA schools protection was far of being absolute, and that MachsomWatch 

influence was limited. Generally, improving human rights conditions is a hard and sometimes 

even impossible task, and the fact that we can identify here a process where a positive change 

can be done is an important contribution by itself.  

The global civil society’s agents of change as third party intervention. This success, even if 

limited in scope, is something to take into consideration when dealing with lowering state 

repression in conflict areas. It is also an indication for a dramatic change that took place in the 

last thirty years or so—the rise of the global civil society as a significant and effective agent of 

social change. While the discourse thus far has been focused mainly on states or peacekeeping as 

legitimate third party intervention actors in the context of armed conflict my research suggests 

INGOs, IGOs and social movements as an alternative or a complementary intervening agent. I 

demonstrate that INGOs, IGOs and social movements can influence human rights conditions in 

conflict areas as well, working from above (via international law) or below (via collective 

action). Furthermore, this ability to influence is not limited to one type of human rights violation. 
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In line with Berlin’s division (1958), the impact of the global civil society on state repression in 

areas of conflict was examined along the two parallel concepts of hard and soft repression. The 

patterns described in Chapters 2 and 3 show that INGOs presence is associated with 

improvement in both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ human rights indexes: MachsomWatch influenced 

freedom of movement in checkpoints across the West Bank; and UNRWA schools offered 

protection from missile fire during the 2014 Gaza War.  

The human rights regime literature has been emphasizing the difference between democracies 

and non-democratic states in relations to respect of human rights (see Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 

2007). This underscores a limitation within this study, the fact that the case study examined of 

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict deals with a democracy. The first chapter of this study shows that 

human rights regime efficacy extends beyond the dichotomy of democracy or non-democratic. 

Nonetheless, the two other chapters, which explain the mechanisms of which the human rights 

regime actually lowering state repression, do not offer a description of these mechanisms among 

non-democratic states. Can we assume that the members of the human rights regime’s agents of 

change would enjoy the same latitude in the context of armed conflict when the state is not a 

democracy? Would the role of international rather than national actors would be greater in the 

process? And most importantly, what are the structural conditions that may facilitate these 

organizations’ success or failure in the described context? Answering these questions is 

paramount for understanding the actual efficacy and limitations of this trend.  

Reversing the Gaze.  This study also opens the door for a closer examination of the role of 

civilian oversight in world affairs and policy. The global and local civil society is motivated by 

ideas that are not always aligned with the states’ agenda. Though the state is still the principal 

agent and instrument of social change, NGOs and social movements’ proliferation along with 
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their extending resources, and access to the stats’ policy making processes has placed the global 

civil society in a position of influencing of the policy design and implementing process. One of 

these mechanisms, illustrated by some of the examples in the study, is these organizations’ 

ability to discipline the state via civilian oversight. Globalization, technological changes, and the 

human rights regime have allowed civil society to generate a reverse Foucaultian gaze targeting 

the state and disciplining it. If governmental surveillance was born with the creation of data on 

the population (Foucault 1973), the age of information has produced the data for society to 

surveille the government. Those who collect, analyze, and disseminate these knowledge are the 

agents of change described in this study. The setting of armed conflict, historically shielded and 

obscured of civilian inquiries, became less abstruse with the organizations monitoring reports on 

ceasefire violations in Syria, daily examination of casualty rate in combatants’ attacks in Libya, 

and even phone applications that provide GPS locations of drone attacks. MachsomWatch’s 

“power” is grounded in their data collection and the human rights regime that facilitates that kind 

of activity and its products. Soldiers and officials, approached by MachsomWatch activists, 

comply with the organization’s demands and pressure due to their ability to use the data 

collected to challenge the state. The UNITAR data used for the Gaza War case’s geo-analysis is 

an example of this process. In this dataset, every infrastructure damaged in the conflict was 

mapped. The post-conflict UNITAR data not only provide a rational description of the state of 

the Gaza Strip in August 2014, it exposed a detailed story of state repression and political 

violence.  

I would assume that state repression in areas of conflict is only one of the setting the reverse gaze 

has an effect. For example, the Flint Water Crisis precipitated the creation of a host of NGOs that 

monitored the city and state response to the crisis. These civil society organizations reversed the 
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gaze back at the state, empowering the local Flint population on pertinent issue, such as where to 

get clean water, what the administration has done so far and what to expect next. Another 

example is the Black Lives Matter. This movement has launched several campaigns, 

disseminating information on the issue and confronting the state and authorities on a negative 

trend where police forces have been killing Black youth. This trend is not limited to the US as 

social protesters and activists exposed to episodes of Crony Capitalism challenged the 

administration and bureaucracy with protest or collective action in Israel, Brazil, UK, Nigeria, 

Egypt, Hong Kong, and Spain, using data on corruption, nepotism or market failures. The 

concept is still underdeveloped and further research is required to establish this notion’s 

boundaries, triggers, and efficacy.  

CONTRIBUTION 

This study main theoretical contribution is in bridging the sociological discourse on collective 

action, neo-institutionalism, and social change with the Political Science literature of political 

violence, Third Party intervention, and human rights. The research indicates that social 

movements and nongovernmental organizations, all members of the global and local civil society 

and agents of social change, have the ability to improve human rights conditions even when 

organized political violence is taking place. While sociological literature emphasized collective 

action as a principal venue for social change and improving human rights conditions, it has been 

shunned addressing this dynamic in conflict areas. Inversely, the Political Science literature on 

political violence that extensively studied factors that mitigate state repression in the conflict 

areas has been neglecting the role of non-state actors in the process. My work brings the two 

together, offering an empirical evidence of these organizations’ success in mitigating state 

repression in conflict areas and examples of how they do it.  
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For policy makers, the take out of this work is in underlining the potential effect of social 

movements and NGOs in defusing inflammable situations. The dissertation’s findings suggest 

NGOs and social movements as an additional instrument in the policy toolkit. In line with the 

“Soft Power” approach these organizations offer a nonviolent solution or remedy to the 

complicated situations in armed conflict. This takeout comes with a caveat. Though we know 

that NGOs and social movements can improve human rights conditions in conflict areas there is 

still a lot that we don’t know about the process. We are not sure how they succeed in non-

democratic setting, what are the conditions that facilitate their success or failure, and finally, 

what is the scope of their success.  

CLOSING REMARKS 

The study of the human rights regime’s success or failure during armed conflict tells us a story 

about the human rights regime’s reach in general. This story underlines a fascinating trend where 

non-state actors challenge the state in one of the setting where state power is more pronounced—

political violence. Conflict areas are extreme settings where often the rules and norms tend to 

bend and common sense assumptions can be overturned on a regular basis. It involved high cost 

to all participants, combatants and non-combatants alike. In some cases conflict can precipitate 

the retreat or even the collapse of the state. The harsher and complicated the conflict the 

likelihood of ignoring, or merely inability to enforce, international agreements and norms 

increases. The human rights regime and its agents of change’s efficacy in mitigating state 

repression within this problematic setting is an indication for the wide acceptance and power of 

this social institution. We can extrapolate that in less complicated settings, even if the economic 

or political conditions are inhospitable, we can expect that the human rights regime would be 

able to yield some level of success.                                                                                                                                                                                             
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Glossary 

 

EU – European Union 

FH – Freedom House index 

IDF – Israel Defense Forces 

IGO – Intergovernmental Organization 

INGO – International Nongovernmental Organization 

MOH – Palestinian Ministry of Health 

MW – MachsomWatch   

NGO – Nongovernmental Organization 

PT – Political Terror index 

STDP – State Department political terror index 

UIA – Union of International Association Yearbook 

UN – United Nations 

UNRWA – United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East 

UNITAR– United Nations Institute for Training and Research  

VNSA–Violent Non-State Actors 
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